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The Influence of Spoken Language Patterns
on the

Writing of Black CollegeFreshmen

This study explored the relationship between oral and written patterns

produced by a group of Black college freshmen enrolled in remedial writing

classes. Participants were asked to 14odUce, in a formal language style,

both an oral and a written summary of a reading selection. Data were analyzed

to determine (1) the'extent to which patterns, classified as General American

English (GAE), Black American English (BAE), and Intralectal (IL = neither

GAE nor BAE), varied from oral to written language, (2) the effects of non-

;edited American English patterns--categorized as Dialect Patterns, Speech Code

errors and Print Code errors, on text effectiveness, and (3) the extent to

which more-proficient and less4roficient writers differed in their use of non-

Edited American English patterns. From a theoretical perspective, finding, of

this study were expected to provide clarifying information on the debates over

the dialect-interference theoiy and its efficacy in explaining the processes of

learning a second dialect. From a practical perspective, findings of this study

were expected to provide guidelines for planning writing programs for speakers

of non-mainstream dialects.

The first part of this report consists of a rationale for the study, a

review of relevant literatuke and a description of research methods. The second
r.

part of the report describes the methodi used to analyze the data and the results.-

obtained from the analYses. The conclusions and implications for further studies;.'

are discussed in the last section- ofthe,repOrt.

MtiOnaleJor,thettiOy

.;

Much of the research thit investigate-iv relationships between the aqwken

and written language patterns produced b*, Black students has been guided by)01.
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the assumption that contrasts between Black American English (BAE) and General

American English (GAE) result in interference, thereby causing Black students to

produce large numbers of unacceptable sentences in written compositions. This

assumption, known as the dialect-interference hypothesis, has been the source of

much debate among researchers.- Research on dialect and writing, like other re-

search on dialect and learning, subsided during the late 1970's, leaving many

questions unresolved. As a result of the 1979 (Joiner)' Decision in the case of

King School Children v. Ann Arbor School District, a case which focused on the

school's failure to provide instructional programs that would accommodate the

language differences of eleven Black children, assumptions about dialect-interference

and about instructional accommodations to language differences are currently being

re-evaluated. At the same time, however, practitioners are attempting to\plan

instruction based on an identification and remediation of dialect problems. With

'regard to writing, for example, one hears references to a new category of writing

errors, dialect-interference errors, and in some cases remedial writing programs

have been designed to focus primarily on problems of dialect-interference and

writing. Such a focus poses problems, for it is still not at all clear how dialect

influences writing. The unresolved issues must therefore be recast in the form
.114

of empirical questions and investigated with the same rigor as was characteristic

of the earlier research. In order to improve writing instruction for minority

students, we need more information about the relative influence of spoken language

on the production of written language. In order to better understand how spoken

language` influences the production of written language, more research is needed.

These two needs are addres-sed by this study.

Review of the Literature

The two general'queitions addressed by this research are quite similar to

thotte found in other studies: (1) Row is the relative influence'of spoken
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language patterns on the production of-written,languagc patterns to be determined?

and (2) How can information about the relation of spoken language patterns to

written language patterns . be used to aid in the instructional process? First

it should be noted that those who have, conducted research on dialect and writing

have found the theory of dialect-interference incapable of accounting for all non-

GAE atterns produced by Black students (Smitherman, 1969; Sternglass, 1974; and

Whit man, 1976). This previous work is best discussed in relation to problems

confronting the researcher. But before addressing the technical problems of the

researcher, it is useful to review two other theories about how spoken language

influences written language.

Hartwell (1980) offers the print-code hypothesis as an alternative to the

dialect-interference hypothesis. Hartwell argues that

Dialect interference in writing, in and of itself, does not exist, and
that pedagogies for teaching writing skills to native speakers of English
that assume such interference are theoretically wrong, pedagogically un-
sou -1 and socially unwise. (p. 101)

Instead, Hartwell suggests that "all apparent dialect interferende in writing is

reading-related, reflecting partial mastery of the print code..." (p. 113). The

1,
print-code hypothesis is offered, then, as an alternative, or more accurately, as

a counter-hypothesis to the dialect-interference hypothesis. Imperfect mastery

of the print-code may, however, be characteristic of any writer. The second

alternative hypothesis, the speech code hypothisis, may also be,applied to any

writer. The speech-code hypothesis, though not formally referred to as such,

is referred to in the work of psycholinguisA. Diaute (1981), for example, has

identified several language patterns that cause problems when transferred from .

speech to writing. Sentence fragments, for example, often-do not interfere with

meaning in spoken language, but usually reduce the effectiveness of written cot-

munication due to a lack of direct contact between communicator and communicates.

SuCh errors are thought to be due to psychoiinguistic -Processes swth as forgettin

Jr
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This characteristic of written text fits into the category of speech rather than

dialect. A second characteristic of spoken language used to account for students'

production of non-GAE patterns has been referred to by Collins and Williamson

(1981) as abbreviated syntax. When investigating language patterns of poor writers,

these researchers note that where oral communication has been highly dependent upon

abbreviated meanings, the same kind of communication pattern is carried over to

written language, Of the features of text associated with abbreviated meaning,

the use of personal pronouns (he) and demonstrative pronouns (this) without clear

,

referents have been identified as characteristics commonly found in the writing

of Black students. This viewpoint is possibly related to Bernstein's theories

about elaborated and restricted codes (1970), the latter being used by members of

lower socio-economic groups who are accustomed to communicating only in informal,

personal social settings. Certainly as the work cn dialect and writing continues,

assumptions other than the dialect-interferenCe assumption will need to be con-

sidered. Although the most immediate concerns of this study have to do with the

dialect-interference hypothesis and related proposals for instructional programis,

these alternative explanations helped to resolve a problem that occurred in the

research design, as will be seen in the discussion of research methods. The three

studies having the most direct influence on the design of this study, however%

were conducted by Smitherman (1969), Sterngiass (1974), and Whiteman (1976).

From each of the studies, one gains useful information about how the

question of dialect-and writing might be approached in research. Smitherman

Suggests that the dialect patterns found, n her data require explanations based',

on discourse patterns rather than on structural features of written text., --

implication of Smitherman's suggestion is that contrastive analyaiS.:Of sirlictUra

patterns is limited as a research tool. In the dialect interference researc

the patterns targeted-for contrastive analysis are Usually those salient featu'res
-



of Black English that were identified in the urban language research on dialect

variation (Fasold, 1972; Labov, Cohen, Robin & Lewis, 1968).

Sternglass (1974) reports that in her study, errors produced by Black and

White students were not significantly different. She found that Black students

produced dialect patterns more frequently than White students, but that dialect

features were prbduced by both groups in similar linguistic environments. She

concluded that there was a quantitative but not a qualitative difference in the

use of the following structures: (1) past tense and past participial forms, (2)

forms of to be, (3) subject-verb agreement (4) articles, (5) prepositions, and

(6) pronouns. As the major pedagogical implication of her study, Sternglass

offers the view that "separate language materials for white and black students

are not needed in remedial college level writing classes" (1974, p. 282).

Indirectly, Sternglass questions the notion that spoken language, Black

English, interferes with the production of GAE patterns. Her analysis of data

was based, however, on comparisons between quantitatively-based descriptions of

students' written language patterns and non-quantitative data for the spoken

language patterns. That is, as spoken language data, Sternglass used salient

features of Black English as described in the urban language studies. Conse-

quentlyi her comparisons were based on unequivalent sets of-data with no provisions

for verifying the actual occurrence of features in students' spoken dialect.

Whiteman's.study did, however, include quantitative data for both the spoken

and written language patterns of subjects.. Oral data were obtained in "an in-

formal sociolinguistic interview," and written data were obtained "from compo-

sitions written in English class" (1979, p. 5). Concerning both the-White and

Black non-standard speakers, Whiteman notes that a limited number.of nonstanciar4_

features occurred in the writing samples:

-1'
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(1) Verbal -s absence: He walk to school every day;

(2) Plural -s 'absence: They walk down the street with their radio_
in their hand;

(3) Possessive -s went over to my girlfriend house;--

-(4) Verb -ed absence: He miss the bus yesterday;

(5). Is and are absence: She so calm....

Whiteman concludes that dialect influence "is responsible fo: some

occurrences of nonstandard features in writing, but that it is not solely

responsible" (1979, p. 10). Her conclusion seems to be based on the finding

that certain features occurred more frequently in her written than in her oral

language samples. Apparently if the features occur with either similar degrees

of frequency in the spoken and written data or with a higher percentage in

the spoken than in the written data, then Whiteman views these frequency

relationships as evidence of dialect influence. Although the Whiteman study

provides quantitative data for oral and written language; there is one other

factor that could have influenced the'percentage of dialect features that

occurred in her spoken language data. In collecting the oral language data,

Whiteman notes that "contextual factors... were used to obtain the most

natural speech possible" (p. 9). I take this to mean informal speech. The

-written'language data came from compositions written in English class. It

appears that the set4ng, the topic, and the speech style were different

for the elicitation of oral and written language data. Since each of these

features have been shown to influence the frequency with which speakers use

certain forms (Labov, 1972; Straker, 1980), it is quite possible that Old:

frequency differenCeS are due partially 'to the different language settings..
_ --

What would have happened, for example, if tt; oral and written language
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data had been controlled for setting, topic,.and'speech style? It is quite

clear that Whiteman followed the procedure for collecting data that would,

represent the subject's most natural language patterns. While such procedures

have been used quite successfully by researcheri interested in describing

the language system of a particular group, the same procedures might pose

limitations on studies that investigate relations between oral and written

language. The problem is that when writing is produced in composition courses,

it is usually intended to be formal, whereas "natural" speech data is

intended to be informal. In view of Labov's description of Black English as'

an "inherently variable system," which means that the variable occurrence of

features is a natural part of the system, it seems crucial that consideration

be given to variables, such as speech style and communication mode, that

influence the frequency with which certain features are used;

From this discussion of past research on dialect and writing, three new

directions for research can be inferred. First, quantitative data should be

provided for both the oral and written patterns of the group investigated.

Second, it seems reasonable to control the data for factors known to influ-

ence the frequency with which dialect features are used. Third, -more attention

needs to be given to possible limitations of the contrastive analysis model

for conducting research. On one hand, not enough attention has been given

to the problems of comparing unequivalent sets of data and of controlling

data for speech style and mode of presentation. On the other hand,, hardly

any attention has been given to the methods used to classify languagetpatterna,

My own exploratory work on dialect,errors in writing suggests tha'many

of the non-GAE patterns in Black students' writing cannot be,classifiecLas,

either BAK or GAE patterns. Instead, some of the deviant patterns are wore

similar to what Jack Richards 11979Y haslabeled.intralingral errors for
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second language and bilingual speakers. Intralingual errors are characterized

by overgeneralizations, ignorance of rule restrictions, and false concepts

hypothesized. By analogy then, we might consider intralectal patterns as a

third category for describing the language patterns of second dialect and

bidialectal speakers. Finally, very little attention has been given to the

relative influence of structural features on the effectiveness of written text

or to the differential use of non-GAE patterns by writers who are at different

levels of proficiency. Certainly these variables need to be considered within

the context of questions about the influence of spoken language on written

language. It is also clear from the discussion above that the question of how

spoken language influences written language may require explanations that go

beyond dialect features. Since the dialect-interference hypothesis currently

serves as the basis for designing special programs for speakers of non-

mainstream dialects, it is important that this hypothesis be tested again,

but with serious consideration given to limitations and implications= of

prior research. Such is the intent of this study.

Research Methods

,The research methods used in this study attempt to address some of the

methodological problems discussed above. First, the research questions posed

here required an analysis of writing on the basis of effectiveness of written

text and proficiency of the writer. Second, in order to avoid the problem of

comparing unequivalent sets of data, the data elicitation procedures allowed

for the collection of both oral language and written language samples. Third,

in order to eliminate the problem of "forcing" data into either BAE or GAE

categories, additional categories were designated-7Intralectal, Speech Code_

errors, and Print Code errors. For an'explanation of the technical terms'_

used in this discussion of methods, see Appendix A. This section presents
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the research questions and describes the participants, the participants' tasks,

the data collect-ion procedures, and the coding of oral and written samples.

Research Questions. The data for addressing the research questions

was gathered from a target population of forty (40) Black college freshmen,

all identified for placement in remedial writing. The three research questions

investigated in this study are:

(1) to what extent do morphemic and syntactic patterns vary from
oral to written language?

or
(2) To what extent does the occurrence of features of Black Eng-

lish affect the overall effectiveness of written text?

(3). How does the use of morphemic and syntactic patterns found
in the writing of more-proficient writers differ from that
of less-proficient writers?

The first question represents an attempt to test theoretical assulMons

associated with the dialect-interference hypothesis. The second and third

questions are expected to yield information about the feasibility of using

contrastive analysis of dialect patterns for discerning sources of errors

in writing and for planning writing instruction. Unlike prior studies on

dialect and writing, this study treats text-effectiveness and writer proficiency

as essential parts of the research design. By so doing, the study provides

an empirical basis for discussing both theoretical and pedagogical issues,

particularly as those issues relate to the target population of this study.

Subjects. The participants in this study were Black, first-term college

freshmen. Only Black students who had been identified for remedial writing

instruction were asked to participate. This particular group was selected

for several reasons. First, the dialect- interference hypothesis was,originally

offered to account for problems encountered by Black students. Second, of

the special instructional programs that have been developed to accommodate

dialect variation, most represent an acceptance of the dialect-interference-,

r
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hypothesis, and most have been designed specifically for'use with Black

students. Third, it is generally believed that features of spoken language

are transferred to writing most readily by writers with underdeveloped skills

or limited writing experience. Quite pcssibly the use of spoken language

features in writing is one of the key characteristics used to define unskilled

writers. Nevertheless, students assigned to remedial writing courses can be
4.

expected to use more of the features being studied than other students. Fourth,

in remedial writing courses, a good deal of time is usually spent on sentence-

level writing problems; therefore, an' guidelines for instruction are most

likely to be considered for use by instructors of remedial writing. It

follows then that Black students who have been identified for remedial writing

instruction would be selected for study.

Forty-three students volunteered to participate in this study. Data

elicited from the first forty volunteers were used in the study. Each subject

was asked to complete a personal data form (see Appendix B). According to

information provided on the personal data forms, thirty-nine of the forty

students attended high school in the state of Florida. Thirty-six of the forty

students attended high school in the state of Florida. A total of sixteen

males and twenty-four females participated in the study. Of the sixteen males,

eight indicated that they had taken writing courses in high school. Seven
*

males and eight females indicated that they had written papers in other courses

but had not taken a writing course. Three males and six females had neither

taken a writing course nor written papers in other courses. This information

was collected because-it might have some bearing.on students' writing perfor-

mance. Although no specific controls were set up for different kinds of

exposure to writing or for sex differences, this group was relatively homo-

geneous in that most were educated in Florida and entered the university
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under special admission criteria, which means that either their high school

grade point average or their standardized test scores were below that required

for regular admission.

Data Collection Procedures. Six sessions were arranged for collecting

data. Each session was fifty minutes long. In each session, participants

were asked to perform three tasks:

(1) Read a selection silently while listening to a tape re-
cording of the same passage;

(2) Based on the information remembered from the passage, pro-
vide an oral summary of the passage on a tape recorder; and

(3) Based on the information remembered from the passage,
provide a written summary of the passage.

Although these directions were read orally to students as well as written,

students were reminded to review them upon completion of Task One. In order

to keep students from quoting directly, from the passage, the reading selections

c ,.1sted upon completion of Task One. It should be noted that Task One

- 'I._ was set up as a small group task. Five minutes were provided for review of

the passage. The passage was then collected, and students were assigned to-

study carrels which were equipped with tape recorders for oral summaries,

pencil and paper for written summaries, and directions describing the tasks

to be completed. Ten minutes were allowed for oral summaries and twenty-five

minutes for written summaries. Although the tape recorders were checked prior

to the data collection sessions, four of the tapes -sere inaudible. For_ two

of the four tapes, students spoke in such low voices that, it was difficult to

transcribe the tapes. One of the four tapes contained a loud, clear opening.

statement, but no more. The fourth tape contained no detectable voice sounds,

possibly a mechanical problem. The remaining thirty-six tapes were quite

audible:
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The decision to use the same task for collecting oral and written data

represents an attempt to control for speech style, topic, and mode of dis-

course. As mentioned above, speech style has been shown to influence the

frequency of occurrence of Black English features. By requiring participants

to provide both an oral and a written summAry of the same passage, it was

possible to control for topic and mode. By assigning a school-like task,

"summarize the passage," it was possible to indirectly control for speech

style. Thirty-six oral and forty written samples, controlled for topic, mode

and speech style, served as the data base for this study.

Coding Oral and Written Samples. In order to arrive at a linguistic

description of the data, patterns in the oral and written data were coded

using three categories: Black American English (BAE), Intralectal (IL),

and General American English (GAE). The BAE and IL patterns as a set

are referred to as non-GAE patterns. Coded samples of oral and written

data are presented in Appendix C. The coding of the samples represents

the first step in providing a linguistic description of the data. By con-

trasting linguistic descriptions of oral language patterns with linguistic

descriptions of written language patterns for each student, it will be possible

to arrive at an answer to question one what extent do the morphemic and 4.

syn4citic patterns vary from oral to written language?

Research questions two and three address the problem of the influence

of language structures on text effectiveness and writer proficiency. An
)-

objective measure of text effectiveness and writer proficiency was needed.,

Holistic evaluations of written samples served as the objectiVemeasurevt,-

text effectiveness and writer proficiency. The ratings for texi-,effectiveneii,

ranged from 1 (low) to 6 (high), and the ratings for levels of proficienCY

Were originally designated as1.3-for low_proficie#Orand 4 -6



proficiency, but had to be changed because of the small number of papers

receiving high-proficiency ratings.

With regard to text effectiveness, I wanted to find out how holistic
1

ratings of written text would he influenced by the presence and absence of

non-General American English (non-GAE) patterns. I reasoned that if the

presence of non-GAE patterns in written text had a negative influence on the

effectiveness of the written text, then the substitution of General American

English (GAE) patterns for non-GAE patterns would result in higher ratings.

If the original papers and a matched set of papers, revised to fit GAE rules,

were rated holistically, it would be possible to attain a measure of the

relative influence of non-GAE patterns on the overall effectiveness of the

writing by having both the original and the revised sets graded holistically.

With regard to writer proficiency, I anted to find out whether the

linguistic patterns used by more-proficient writers differed from those used

by'less-proficient writers. If both high- and low-proficiency writers used the

same kinds of patterns but differed in the frequency of usage, the differences

could be described as quantitative differences. If the two groups used differ-

ent patterns, the differences could be described as qualitative differences.

After completing the first step,.the coding of written language patterns,

it was apparent that modifications in the research procedure would be needed.

As can be seen in Table 1, not all of the written samples .contained GAE and IL

patterns.

Table 1 - Number of Dialect Patterns: BAE & IL
In Written Samples

1 11011P.M. 01.111011

The papers did, however, contain other non-GAE structural

influence text effectiveness. As mentioned in the,Reyiew

patterni. that c944;

Ofthe.14teratu#0;

4
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two broad categories of errors have been discussed in recent literature:

speech code errors (SC), which are associated with constraints on memory and

the influence of semantic recoding on sentence production (Daiute, 1981), and

print code errors (PC), which are associated with imperfect mastery of the

print code (Hartwell, 1980). In view of the fact that not all of the written

-samples contained GAE and IL patterns, coding procedures were modified to

include SC and PC errors.

The speech code errors used in this study are of two basic types, errors

that occur in expanded syntax (Daiute, 1981) and errors that occur as abbre-

viated syntax (Collins & Williamson, 1981). See Table 2 for samples of speech

code -(SC) errors. Print code errors, a potentially broad category, was used

to code two types of print code errors: punctuation and spelling.. Table 3

presents the results of the modified procedures for coding sentence patterns.

Table 2 - Samples of Speech Code Error Patterns

.11..1.1m

Table 3 - Number Hof Non-GAE Patterns:
Dialect Patterns (DP), Speech Code Errors (SC), and Print Code Errors (PC)

In Written Samples

Rather than using one category of deviant patterns occurring in the

written samples, three categories were used: dialect (includes GAE and II,

patterns), speech code errors, and print Ode errors. All. maybe considered

as non-EAE, since thex violate rules for editing written English. ConseqUenti

another group of terms was' adopted fc# use in the-discubsion-Ofreseardh-

question two: Edited American English (EAE), which refers literally to,,.

structures covered by conventional. for "editing" written language, aria_
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three categories of non-Edited American English structures: (1) Dialect

Patteras which includes BAE and IL patterns, (2) Speech Code Errors, and

(3) Print Code Errors. A decision was made to 1) change dialect patterns

tg...eeneral AmericaniEnglish patterns on papers
)
containing three or more non-

GAE patterns, 2) change speech code patterns to GAE on papers containing

three or more SG errors, and 3) change print code errors to GAE on papers-

cOntaining nine or more PC errors. These designations were made on the basis

of the average number of non-GAE patterns occurring in the written samples

(see Table 3). It was also noted that some papers contained high occurrences

of two and sometimes three different error types, while others contained

too few errors to warrant revision according to the guidelines established

for revisions. For the former group, it would be impossible to determine
, .

which
1

error type was influencing the evaluations; therefore, two versions of
;' -, Y. .., '''t 4'..X.4

papers with high occurrences of two different error types were provided for

some ;of the papers. The total number of original papers was forty and the°

total number of revised papers was thirty-eight. For a list of original

papers and revised papers according toserror type, see Appendix D.

Holistic Ratings of the Writing Samples. Each of the seventy-eight

papers was evaluated by ten holistic readers. All evaluators were graduate

students, trained to perform holistic evaluations. Rather than providing

the hOlistic readers with range finders, a procedure that provides sample

papers representing different levels of efficiency, the holistic readers

were provided with a description of the tasks assigned to students and

asked to rate the papers as spontaneously as possible. Because the papers-
.:

were arranged into groups so that the original and revised samPleS

not occur in clOse proximIty,, the hOlistic.readers were required to,re40:ifie..

.

papers in the order assigned. The papers were also arrange0O:that,diS

ferent groups of papers wOuld.he read,in-a-different ord40 a step _taken.
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in order to limit bias in ratings caused by fatigue of the evaluators. A

copy of the instructions for holistic evaluators is provided in Appendix E.

Data Analysis

The purposes of this section are to describe the methods used to analyze

the data and to report the results obtained from the analyses.

Research Question One: Description of Non-GAE Patterns. The first

research question treats variant representations of dialect patterns used

in oral and written language. A total of 30 different non-GAE morphological

and syntactic patterns occurred in the oral and written samples. See Table 4.

Table 4 - Patterns and Samples of 30 Non7OAE Forms

The, largest number of non-GAE patterns occurred in the verb group; it is in

this area of grammar;that BAE shows the most systematic and persistent de-_

viation from GAE. It is also in this area of grammar that GAE patterns show

the most variation. Some of the patterns occurring in the verb group, the

noun group and the syntax group are affected by rules that overlap each other.

That is, the use of verb inflections and noun inflections can be expected to

influence the production of subject-verb agreement patterns. Of the thirty

non-GAE patterns, five-could be clearly classified as intralectal. See

patterns V10, V11, V14,. N5 ,an&S6 on Table 4; ,The task of classifying

patterns as intralectal turned out not to be as. neat and tidy a task as, had

been anticipated. The most difficult to classify were patterns containing;:,

structure words--for example, tbenad-of articles and connettpsOi.:TaiXid*.

larly those connectives cO0t01.p14.;prepOpitions and' wbiCh4

two examples are fromorAITSngUage-data-.
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I feel that he went through a lot of uh, real--real live
action Of which he felt his ancestors went through.

He used people such as Kizzy, Fiddler, and other characters
in which he portrayed his generation.

So little has been done on the structure of complex sentences in BAE that

no attempt was made to treat these patterns here. An unpublished paper by

Gray (1973) treats the structure of relative clauses in BAE but his analysis

did not help to resolve the problem of coding the patterns found in the

data. Unclear cases such as the Vio above were not coded and were, therefore,

not considered in the analysis of data.

Comparisons of NonGAE Patterns in Oral and Written Samples. Using the

pattern descriptions in Table 4, occurrences of each feature in the oral

and written samples were counted. Table 5 provides the results for the

total group.

Table 5 - Number of Non -GAE Patterns in Oral'and Written Samples

Many of the non-GAE patterns had low rates of occurrence; however, there Was

a tendency for the patterns to have higher rates.of occurrence in the oral

than in the written samples.' 'It should be noted here that the rate of

. occurrence of spoken dialect patterns has been shown to be much higher for

-informal than for formal speech styles (Labov, 1966). While controlling

for speech style May provide abetter basis for comparison, the potential

disadvantage is that-this control might result in the elicitation of fewer

spoken dialect-forms. .Nevertheless,, the differences in the rates of
c .

occurrences between' the,Orai,and:Written samples pr#id4:eiridenCe that.

morphemic and syntactic patterns- vary from oral.tOltriCten language and

permitted rLe-identificatinn,iint.patteras :likely
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in both oral and written language, in oral but not in written language, and

in written language-but not in oral language. Patterns occurring in each

of the above three categories are identified in Table 6.

Table 6 - Nan-GAE Patterns: Oral Only, Oral and Written, Written Only

In order to determine whether differences between the number occurr

rences of patterns in the oral and written samples were statistically sig-

nificant, the Friedman two-way analysis of variance was used. When the 'thirty

non-GAB patterns were considered individually, no significant difference was

found between numbers-of occurrences in oral and written. When non-GAE

patterns were compared by groups; i.e. verbs, nouns, syntax, and structure

words, no significant difference was found. However, when the total number

of non-GAE patterns in oral and written samples was considered, the difference

was statistically,significant.- These results are presented in table 7.

s a

Table 7 - Results of Friedman Two-Wai'ANOVA
on'Non-GAE Patterns in Oral,and Written Samples

While there is some evidence of variance in the use of oral and written.

language patterns., the question of whether the occurrence of non-GAE features

in the written samples can be attributed to spoken language has not been ad-

dressed. Consideration had to be given to the variable usage of GAE-annOn7

GAE patterns. In order to arrive at a quantitatively-based descriptionnf

variable usage, investigators have generally used percentagesidb-,04:.

computed by diViding the number of occurrences of a,pattern by the-nuMberko
,- .

possible occurrences of ,the pattern. A detailed explanation_oktheroli-.theat
.

percentages play in-fo0:01ating.variable rule's 10.pteVidad_by,LaboV 4073;

ax
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in Sociolinguistic Patterns in Language Variation and by Fasold (1972) in

Tense Markings in Black English. Both scholars emphasize the need to con-

sider the consistency of usage of non-GAE patterns in relation to usage of

comparable GAE patterns in accounting for variable usage.

In Whiteman's (1979) study of the relation between forms produced in

spoken and written language, she used the same procedures for quantifying

her written and oral data as Fasold and Labov. Recall also that Whiteman

suggested guidelines for interpreting the relationship between usage levels

'representing oral and written data: if percentages of usage in oral are

equal to or greater'than percentages'in written, then the written patterns

can be attributed to influence from the spoken. By following the above

guidelines for quantifying data and for interpreting relationships between

usage in oral and written language, it was possible to provide another basis

for determining the importance of the variance between usage of non-GAE pat-
.

terns in the oral and written data. Results from these analyses are presented

in Table 8, which gives the percentage of usage in oral and written samples;

for each of the thirty non-GAE patterns.

Table 8 - Percentages of Usage of Non-GAE Patterns
in Oral and Written Samples

Noting-that for some of the patterns non-GAE usage was dominant (over

50% usage) in both oral and written language with relatively minor differences:,

in the percentages,. while other patterns showed the opposite trend, I cie0440:
w-
,

to examine the, .patterns further tO-detamine whether the notion. of dominance

would be useful for explaining the 4We:retitle' reI4tiOnshiPCbetWeen:otal
-

and written usage of the patterns,. SinOn the usage figuiennrederiVed'
--
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from numbers representing u e.:u...1f2,zi.-o between non-GAE and GAE usage, the

dominant usage of a non-GAE ( er 50%) also represents non-dominant

usage of the corresponding GAE pattern 'under 50%). By considering the

on the basis of dominant.usige, it would be possible to t.patterns

the percentages as representative of a mcre generalized probability measure.

We could then use more generalized descriptions ( + Daninant Orz.11+ Dominant

Written) to distinguish between transfer and non-transfer patterns. Table 9

tz)describes patterns according to dominant Non-GAE usage in the oral and

written samples for the itotal group.

Table 9 - Dominant vs. Non-Dominant 'Osage of Non-GAE Patterns in Oral
in Oral and Written Samples

Of the sixteen patterns. showing dominant usage of.Non-GAE in the

oral language, twelve also showed dominant Non-GAE usagein the written

language. Of the fourteen patterns showing non-dominant usage in oral

language, seven also showed non-dominant usage in the written language.

Tentatively, it seemed feasible to consider patterns with shared-domiy.-

nance features in oral and written as transfer patterns and those

with mixed-dominance features as non-transfer patterns. Apparently

some patterns have a high level of transferability (+Dom Or/4Dom WO,

but other patterns have a loW level of tranferability (-Dom Or/-Dom Wr).

When compared to the patterns designated as transfer and non-transfer

by the More-Less Method of

non-trnasfer patterns were

Method of Classification.

classifying patterns, seven transfer and five

classified in thewsame way by the Dominance"."

These patterns are preceded .by a;-(4 in T4ble;':

It is important to note that ail sei.,en transfer patterrls had Shared-TdoMinance
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features in 'oral and written, and all five non-transfer patterns had mixed-

dominance features in oral and written. These results support the assumption

that shared-dominance features represent transfer and that mixed-dominance

features represent non-transfer.

Among the patterns containing mixed features were four of the

intralectal patterns (IL), two of which were identifieys non-transfer

by both methods of classification. See IL patterns V11 and V14 on Table 9.

As the .patterns least susceptible to transfer piocesses, since they are

not a part of the subjects' acquired language system, the IL patterns had

.#4

the greatest potential for providing information about sources other than

spoken language that might have been influencing their use. Thus, the IL

patterns warranted further analysis.

Intralectal Patterns. With regard to the structure of the IL patterns;

the following .had to be considered:

(1) IL patterns V10 and V11 both contain modal auxiliaries with
overinflected -ed suffixes;

(2) IL pattern N5 contains a noun with an overintlected -s suffix,
but BAE pattern N1 contains a noun plural:without the -s marker
for plural;

(3) IL pattern S6 represents the subject-verb agreement pattern,
but BAE pattern S1 is structurally different but represents
the same syntactic category as S6.

These three points indicate that for some patterns,. usage varies in

three- ways (GAE^13AEASL), while for other patterns usage varies in

two ways ( either GAMAE, BAENIL,-or hvGAE). In order to-Compare

the variable usage of.GAE, IL, andBAE patterns, it WAS necessary to

collapse some of the individual patterns and treat the collapsed .group.

as representative of single syntactic categories: V10 and "AU. 4s:,m04077

auxiliaries. (Mod-Aux), N1 and NS as 01111 guralS (Noun-p1), 1 S2 2-and

as subject-verb agreement patterns (Subj=ir
. The Percentage of ,Usage-
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would alio have to be computed differently. That is, percentages

would have to be based on the number of occurrences of individual patterns

o. the total possible occurrences in the syntactic category. The per-

centages for individual patterns are therefore different from those found

on preceding tables.

In examining the data, it was also important to use responses of

only those subjects who produced intralectal patterns. The use of total

group data for this analysis would have resulted in an aggregation of

responses that would have obscured information about the source of IL

patterns. If the IL patterns are syntactically unique, then those who

produced them might also be unique. Since only sixteen of the subjects

produced IL patterns, I decided not to mix their responses with those

of the total group. Instead, the responses of. these sixteen subjects

were abstracted from the data and analyzed to determine whether or not

IL patterns were unique in their transference from oral to written

language and whether their variable occurence with BAE and GAE patterns .

affected the transfer process. Table 10 identifies, the transfer and

non-transfer patterns for the group of subjects who produced IL patterns.

Table 10 - Transfer vs. Non-Transfer Patterns of the IL Group

To maintain consistency'in the presentation of data, both methods

of classifying patteins were used. Looking first at those patterns

classified in the same way by both methods, we can see that seven

transfer and three non-transfer patterns were classified the same.,

-Each, of the seven transfer patteint 'share dominahOe teitures, iniJSral

and written language, indluding. one pattern. that Was non- dominant
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both the oral and written language, 'GaVen.tbivadditional support for

the Dominance. Method of classifying patterns, we could justify placing

the three other patterns that shared dominance features in the transfer

group. Each of the three non-transfer patterns has the mixed-dominance

features, but notice that hot alt of the non-transfer patterns were IL

patterns. Had only IL patterns occurred in this group, we would have

been in a position to claim a unique role for the IL patterns. The

BAE pattern occurring in this group, Pattern Vl, is interesting for

two reasons.

First, pattern V1 is the' most basic of the structures that contain

the -ed morpheme, the same morpheme that is over-inflected in the two

other non-transfer patterns, V11 and V14. Perhaps all three are being

affected by a rule change in the IL group's language system. Second,

pattern V1 is interesting because it occurred as a transfer pattern

for the total group but as a non-transfer pattern for the IL group.

The implication here is that the IL group may not be using this pattern

in the same way as other members of the group. Another striking difference

between results of the total group and results for the IL group was found

in response to patterns V15, N2 and N4; all occurred as non-transfer

patterns for the total group but as transfer patterns for,the IL group.

Again the IL group may be responding to patterns in different ways

from the total group, but since the Jclatfor the IL group was abstracted

from that of the total group,,thiii implication aboht differnceinbetween

the two groups might be misleading. We already know, however, that IL

users differ from the other members of the group in one way -4.00 of etio.r/

language patterns shoo/ at least i three,Ray variablity to usage whereas

others showed only a, tw0;4-/iy. variabilkty, in usage. Figure i illustrates

the variable usage OIEW, an paxternaby the ILP group.
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Figure 1 - Variability in the Usage of Patterns by the IL Group

What is most revealing in Figure 1 is the dominance features of the

GAE patterns. The Modal-Aux category (VlO:and V11) and the Verbal-Infinitive

category (V14) show that although GAE is dominant in the.oral, it is not

being transferred to writing, just as the IL patterns in the same two

categories are not being transferred from oral to written language. All

patterns in this category may have similar sources. We might note further

that the IL patterns in the two categories sho4 a two-way variability in

usage, i.e. It'GAE, and the IL patterns contain overinflected -ed morphemes,

suggesting that the GAE rule is not fully understood despite the high

usage of "GAE patterns in the oral language. Rather, the GAE rule is

in a transitional state, in the process of change, and the change is

most likely taking place in written language first since it is in written

language that the deviaAtstructure is most often produced.

In the noun-plural. category, the GAE usage, like the IL and BAE usage,

indicates transfer. Notice that the,same dominance feature is maintained

from oral to written for each of the variable forms, i.e. for BAE;IL, anth.GAE.

The usage of the BAE and IL,noun-plural shows low levels of transfer, Whereas

the usage of GAE shows a high level of transfer. The implication here is

that the GAE .usage is being eliminated from-the oral language, at least in

the formal oral, and being replaced by the GAE pattern. The sharing of

dominance features from oral to written suggests that all three variables

have the:same source, oral language. -

Finally, in the subject-verb agreement category, the three lecXs are

varying in a different way. The BAE and IL varkables show a transfer pattetni,

but the GAE varible shows a non-.transfer, paitern. Considering the- fact that
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the subject-verb agreement rule marks the verb in accordance with

the number-of the noun, one could argue that the..GAE variable differs

from the IL and BAE variables because of its dependence upon rules

that are affected by two different classesof words, each of which

could be following different transfer processes. Such an argument

cannot be supported here, but we note only that the patterns in the

subject-verb agreement category cannot be attributed solely to transfer

from oral to written language. Apparently the GAE rule is in a transitional

stage, and the change is most likely to be taking place in written language,

since it is in the writterllanguage that the GAE pattern is most often

produced.

This analysis of the IL group's responses to the Non-GAE patterns

indicated that the IL patterns do not havea unique classification as

as non-transfer patterns. While four of the five intralectal patterns

could be classified as non-transfer patterns, the noun-plural pattern

was clearly a tranfer pattern. The IL patterns are, however, unique

in other ways. First, they do not co-occur with BAE alone: note . that

we have I1 4GAE and II7GAE"'BAE but not IrtAE. This is important because

it suggests that IL is more closely linked to GAE than to BAE. Since

BAE and GAE may vary, the occurrence of the IL patterns in the language

system means that the'relationship between the BAE and GAE must under-

.

.changechange. I would = propose that GAE forms can be. produced without

_a full understanding of GAE rules; the IL patterns serve as a monitoring

device, its purpose ning to inspect the..= forms ufttirenough.data-'

has been gathered to formulate a rule and,to attempt to apply -the rule.

Second, we note that IL patterns may occur as transfer patterns. The
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learner simply produces the form in writing the same way she/he would

produce it in spoken langUage. Here we must assume that the pattern

changes in the written and spoken language simoultaneously. This

kind of behavior, we will call transfer. It probably is closest

to what has been defined as interference-phenomena. The term transfer is used

here for note that GAE patterns may also be transferred from oral to

written language. In.c.ontrast to the monitoring behaviors, where

conscious learning and application of rules are taking place, transfer

makes use of unconscious: rule 'applications, an acquisitional process.

Yet another kind of performance pattern was suggested by the

analysis of IL patterns. In the case of the subject-verb agreement

patterns,- we note that although the IL and BAE variables

transfer pattern, the GAE variable showed a non-transfer

The GAE variable was dominant in writtervlanguage. Such

showed a

pattern.

patterns

are best accounted for, it seems, on the basis of editing. That is

the BAE and IL patterns are.in the oral language system' but with a

low level of usage. When writing, but not when speaking, the learner

is able to edit the language. If she/he has learned the GAE rule

but still must apply it consciously, deliberate attempts are probably

more successful Whemoneisp,performing writing tasks than when one

is speaking. These analyses suggested that non-GAE patterns may be

transferred from oral to written language, DAE"rules may be monitored,

and Non-GAE forms may be edited out of the written language:



Research Question Two. The second research question called for

an analysis of Non-EAE patterns (non-Edited American English patterns)

in relation to the effectiveness of the written Compositions. In
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order to arrive at . text-effectiveness scores for the compositions;

the holistic ratings of ten evaluators were avereraged. The mean ratings

for each of the sevety-eight writing samples, forty original and thirty-

eight revised samples, are presented in Table 11.

Table 11 - Text-Effectiveness Scores for Seventy-Eight Writing Samples

Using the Friedman's Analysis of Variance, text-effectiveness scores

for original and revised papers were compared. The first comparisons were

based bn the text-effectiveness scores assigned to individual papers, i.e. the

tbxt-effectiveness score of each original paper was compared to the text-

effectiveness score of a corresponding revised version of the paper. Only

one set'of samples showed a. statistically significant difference, Sample

5 (F .05). Sample S was revised for speech code errors.

Referring't0 the diagram below, the second analysis compared differences

of text-effectiveness scores for AB,AC, and BC among the original papers

and DE, DF, and EF among the revised papers. The third analysis compared

differences between AD, BE, and CF, i.e. between original and revised papers

with high numbers of errors in each of the three Non-EAE categories. The

results from these analyses are presented in Table 12,
`_,;- --.. ::::::,

Original Papers Revised Papers I _
,---:'

DP SC, PC DP -PC
.......

A B- .-C 4)- E -. F - -----.. ,-..1-,..--.'-ent--7--
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These results show that the mean text-effectiveness scores differed

systematically in accordance with error type. The mean rating of papers

in the Speech Code group (5.2) was higher than the mean rating of papers

in-the Print Code group (3.2); the mean rating of papers in the Print Code

group was higher than the mean rating of papers in the Dialect Pattern

group (1.2). The results also show that text-effectiveness is more

likely to be influenced by changes in Dialect Patterns than by changes

in the other two categories. Only those papers ix-lithe Dialect Pattern

group showed a significant difference between the mean text-effeCtive-

ness scores of the original and revised papers. We might infer, thent.that

Dialect Patterns tend to influence text-effectiveness scores more than

the other Non-EAE patterns.

Research Question Three. The third question, which focused on different

uses of Non-EAE patterns by Hi- and Lo-proficiency writers, required an

objective measure of writing proficiency. Using the text-effectiveness

scores of the forty original compositions, Identified two groups of

writers: Hi-proficiency Writers, students with text-effectiveness scores

at and above the mean score for the total group (2.5), and Lo-proficiency

Writers, students with text-effectiveness scores below the mean score for

the total group. Considering the potential range of text-effectiveness

scores, the rating scale of 1-6, the mean, text-effectiveness score is.

quite low. Recall, however, that the target population for the study

$V,

was identified on the_basis'of assignments to remedial writing courses.,

Because of the low, scores, til! group was divided on the pasis..;.of the

mean score of the t than on the median score of the ,sfx pointgroup - rather

By '.cothOaring, the -text-etteOtione sOprs%f Ot 'the :00 ,gronpsi:

it ,was POsalloie ,61-deterlaiia groups
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the number of Non-EAE patterns produced in each of the three categories:

Dialect Patterns (DP), Speech Code Errors (SC) and Print Code Errors (PC),

and (2) whether.the two groups used the same Dialect Patterns in their

written compositions. See Tables 13 and 14 for the comparative data.

By comparing the two groups levels Of usage in oral and written samples,

it was possible to determine (3) whether Hi- and Lo-proficiency writers

differed in their transfer of patterns from oral to written language (see

Table 15).

Table 13 - Text-Effectiveness Scores of Hi- and Lo- Proficiency Writers

Table 13 shows high quantitative differences between the number of

patterns. produced by each group in two of the Non-EAE categories, Dialect

Patterns and Print Code Errors. The number of Speech Code Errors produced

by the two groups iS remarkably similar. Reeall that papers in the

Speech Code group received.significantly higher text-effectiveness

scores than papers in the other two groups.- One might have suspected

that the Speech Code Errors were contributing to the higher text-

'effectiveness scores, but the data in Table 13 suggest that :.

the absence of dialect patterns rather than the presence of speech code

errors was influencing..the ratings more. This is particularly interesting

because Speech Code Errors seemto.be-Mbst,directly connected to meaning

an '0`81:5in written text, misrepresentation of meaning (Daiute .1 and un er-.

representation-of meaning (Collins and 1981).

the investigator and thCse, assisting with revising the ori

experienced considerably more; tki:a a t
- -

revisions, for the speech code, errors; than for the dialect

;thrs regar

iraal, papers

agreeing ,I* a

Ourdifficuity,,siong with the curren .
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suggests that Speech Code Errors may actually interfere with meaning

more than Dialect Patterns. An important question raised but not in-

vestigated here was why did the original and revised papers in the

Speech Code group not show greater differences in text-effectiveness

scores?

The final observation made with respect to Table 13 was that only

one member of the Hi-group produced enough dialect patterns in writing

to warrant revisions, an observation that supports the view that the

use of dialect patterns may be the most important differentiating character-

isitc of the Hi- and Lo-proficiency writers. Recall also that the original

version *of papers in the Dialect Pattern group were rated significantly

higher than their revised versions and significantly lower than papers

in either the Speech Code or Print-Code group. Other analytical procedures

were therefore carried out with a focus on differences between the Hi- and

Lo-prOficiency writers' production of dialect patterns. See Table 14 for

results.

Table 14 - Dialect Patterns in Written Compositions of Hi- and Lo-Pro-
ficiepcy Writers

Table 14 shows that,Hij. and to-proficiency writers differ in the

kinds of.pattern6 used in. writing.,
Eifteem'at,the,bialeq,1,400:rns

were found in the Writing-of:4e- Lo-group the

Hi- group, but
only,orie'Pattern*asiused:eX414iVelbyglvmPprs?Ofth

group. Eleven patterns wete,tiOcChy both`,gr3u-s iir,theiricittenacompositr,Ons.
= ,. f

Thus, the two grOup0 0.ffer not only quantitatively
1,(see. Table 13) blk,-:414

qualitatively -(See iheir. of Dialect Patteths: Tt;was thi
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qualitative difference, i.e. the use of different patterns in writing

by the two groups, that led to the decision to examine the transfer

processes of the Hi- and Lo-proficiency writers.

Both the More-Less Method and the, Dominance Method of distinguishing

between transfer and non-transfer pattern were used. Results from these

analyses are presented in Table 15.

Table 15 - Transfer vs. Non-Transfer Patterns for Hi- and Lo- Proficiency
Writers

Based on the More-Less Method, five transfer and five non-transfer

occured for the Hi-group, as compared to seven transfer and-thirteen

non-transfer patterns for the Lo-group. That the Lo-group has a much

higher number.ofnon-transfer patterns than the Hi- group. is not in keeping

with what might be expected. Based on the dialect-interference theory,

the Lo-grOup would be expeCted to show.a greater tendency, toward transfer

patterns. Similarities tettieen the two groups are found in pat,terns having

the same classification. Two of the same patterns emerged as transfer

patterns for both groups: S3-Inversion in Indirect questions, and P1-

non- standard use of prepositions. Two of the same patterns emerged as

non-transfer patterns for both groups: Vi -Main Verb with 0 morpheme for

past tense, and N2 -0 rossesSive.in noun phrases.
;

'Based on the dominance Method of classifying patterns, seven transfer

and three non - transfer patterns were identified-for the Hi=groUp4-

ass ompared tcsixce en.tra usfetand'foii non-tiansfer pattern sJ_Oi the

Lo-group. These resultsseom;Eci be More in keeping -witti...14141-013140e

expeeted. More transfer thanmon-tralsfer-patterns etheigeattot-lbodi,Arou

Similaritieth between. e-twOcgroupS are fOtthdtri-the_foUr,patternS. that
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emerged as transfer patterns for both groups: S3 and Pl, as was found

using the More-4..ess Method, V15-. Perfect Form of the Verb for Main Verb

past, and N1 0-inflection for plural nouns. Not any of the same
.

Gpatterns emerged as nod-transfer for both groups. Results based on

the Domiddrice Method would Suggest that while both Hi- and Lo-proficiency
,

.,

writers are transferring some
:

bf the Same patterns from oral to written

eLanguage, they respond quite differently to patterns that are not being

4transierred. On the other hand, results based on the More-Less Method

would suggest that the two,groups are both transferring some of the
,t

same patterns as Well'as not transferring some of the same patterns.

It is useful here to note those patterns which are classed in

the same way by both methods of classifications

Transfer fot both groups - S3, P1 .'
Transfer (for Hi-group -,V8, V15., Ni
Transfer for Lb-group 7 V13, S6, S4, M1
Non-Transfer for.Hi-gtoup- V11, N2, S6
Non-Transfer for Lo- group -'V1., V7, NS

These results, like those baSed on the Dominance Method of classification,

indicate that the Hi- and..Lo-proficiency writers are most similatin

their use of transfer patterns and most dissimi7ar in their use of

non - transfer patterns.
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Findings and Conclusions

Results of the analysis of the variation in the oral and written use of

non-GAE patterns indicated that subjects did vary in their oral and written

production of non-GAE patterns and that the variation occurred in different

forms. I found that:

1. there was a statistically significant difference between
the number of non-GAE patterns produced in oral and
written language;

2. non-GAE patterns varied according to modality -- three
nem-GAE patterns occurred only in the oral samples and
three only in the written samples;

3. non-GAE patterns varied.with respect to the relationship
between percentages of usage in oral as compared to per-
centages of usage in written language, a relationship which
served as the basis for distinguishing patterns most
likely to be transferred from oral to written, transfer
patterns, from patterns least likely to be transferred from
oral to written language, non-transfer patterns -- seven,
transfer and 5 non-transfer patterns were identified based
on the responses of the total group;

4. non-GAE patterns also differed with respect to their
variable occurenci with GAE patterns, resulting sometimes
in a three-way variability in usage, GAE"IL-dBAE, and
other time in a two-way variability of usage with either
GAE"' IL or GAE' RAE.

The variance noted in the findings abOve can be categorized under

three broad topics, each of which has been addressed .by other investi-

gators: variance according to (1) modality: Oral v.. Written; (2) source.

of the non-GAE patterns in writing: Transfer v. Non - transfer patterns, and
s,

(3) the mixing of structures from different lects: GAE^'Il. vs. GAE' IL

v. GAE'BAE. Each is discussed below with a view toward relating the

findings here with findings of other studiei.

Modality of Communication. The use of certainpatterns in the oral

but not written language might be explained in relation to thelddely

accepted view that written language is not simply spoken langUagewritten._
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down. Assuming that such information is a part of the learner's knowledge

about writing, we might reasonably assume that even inexperienced writers

attempt to differentiate language use by selectively editing certain oral

language patterns out of their written language. A possible explanation

for patterns occurring exclusively in the oral samples is that all subjects

deemed these patterns inappropriate for use in written language. Two ex-

planations for this type of "weeding-out" process occur in the work of others

who have studied language variation: one has to do with the level of stig

matization of a given linguistic feature; the second.has to do with the

functional role that variable usage plays in distinguishing between rhetorical

and communicative styles.

With regard to social stigmatization, Wolfram offers a matrix of

socially stigmatized forms in Black American English (197 ).. Among those

patterns identified as highly stigmatized are two of the patterns that occurred

only in the oral language samples of this study. They are copula absence,

pattern V4, and.double-subject constructions, pattern S5. One could argue

that the subjects' awareness of the low prestige status of the two-patterns

stemmed partially from negative reactions to their use'in oral language and

partially from contact with usage rules found in textbooks. The former is

likely to have its most profOund effect on spoken language, and quite

interestingly these two patterns were of low.doMinance status ( -Dom 0r) in

the oral language. The latter., textbook preScription,, is iikely-to,haveltS
. -

greatest effect on written language, since_textbooks uSuailY,.direCt. stUdents
_ ,,

to avoid the use of such patterns in writing. RegardleSanf WhiehhaStbe.

strongest effect on the different modaiihes of communigationiogether the

lend support to the view that social stigmatization of the patterns may haVa-.

influenCed their absence-fr*the*rittenjail
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With regard to distinguishing between rhetorical styles, Richards

proposes that in Nativized 00:71.vh communities (i.e. dommunities where

English is used as a second language but where the variety of English used

is not modeled after British or American English), speakers make use of

grammatical features to mark "the shift from a rhetorical to a communicative

style" (1979, p. 12). A rhetorical style, which is comparable to formal

language, will be closer to the source language rhetorical norms than a-e-om-

\

municative style, which is comparable to informal language. And of course,

rhetorical styles in written, language will be closer to the source language

than will rhetorical styles in spoken language. In the same way that speakers

use grammatical features to distinguish between rhetorical and communicative

styles, they may use grammatical features to distinguish between spoken and

written rhetorical styles. Within the context of this study, then, Richards'

distinctions offer another explanation for the absence of certain. features

from the written language samples. It is important to note that the two

explanations offered here may be viewed as supportive of each other. The

social stigmatization of forms can be linked to external motivation for

change while the style-shifting explanation can be linked to internal motiva-

tion for change.

When the patterns found in oral only are compared to patterns .occurring
.,

in written only, one is immediately struck by the contrast between the two.

As alluded to`aboyei those patterns occurring only in the oral Samples can

be accounted for on the basis of editing,, but what of the patterns,used
,

written only? It makeg no sense for a learner to edic,134ccohs,-440:*

writing outofthe spoken language When-auch .patterns deviate .from the rhetOr

ice' norms. What iai#ereiting.aholit the threepitterna occtirringinithe7.

written:-samples only is thct-ailI0e*Ore common{; AmeFiCan.Engligh;
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structures. Pattern V2, Have-Aux + Ved, occurs in a context for the simple

past tense form; the most common BAE representati,n of simple past is Main -Verb

+ 0. Pattern V10, Mod -Aux + Ved, fails to represent the BAE system at all,

but the most common BAE pattern for modal-auxiliary would be the double modal

construction. Incidentally, double modal construction did not occur in the_

data. Pattern S2, an expletive construction, would occur most commonly in BAE

as an "it-expletive" rather than as a "there-expletive" construction. One way

to account for the occurrence of these patterns. in written language only is

by positing them as patterns that are changed as a result of contact with

written language. The subjects are,learning the GAE rule in the context of

writing tasks. To distinguish this process from that assigned to the patterns

occurring in oral only, we might use the term "monitoring". Support for these

. editing and monitoring processes is found in other parts of the data and will

be discussed more fully below. I am suggesting, then, that the exclusive use

of patterns in either the oral or written modality is important, for each

group of patterns, oral only v. written only, may be explained in terms of

motivation for change, and each may be explained in terms of different response

behaviors of the group, i.e. patterns occurring in oral only are being edited

by the subjects, while those,occurring in written only are being monitored by

the subjects.

Sources of Non-GAE Patterns. Unlike the six patterns discussed above,

most of the non-GAE patterns occurred in both oral and written language samples.

The occurrence of these patterns in both oral and written language would seem

,

at first to support the dialect-interference hypothesis, which claims that

non-GAE patterns occur in writing because they are transferred from Oral

language to written language. As indicated in the third finding.albove4:epily

seven, of the non -GAE patterns could be attributed to influence from spoken

langUagt. Recall, that tWO:meths400reUsed:to-,c/ssaify-Otitternaasaither;.,
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transfer or non-transfer patterns and that only those patterns classified in

the same way by both methods are referred to here. This means that the seven

transfer patterns had higher or equal percentages of usage in both oral and

written (the More-Less Classification Method) and the seven patterns shared

dominance features (the Dominance Classification Method);_ the five non-transfer

patterns had higher occurrences in written than in oral and mixed dominance

features. Whiteman (1979) presented the More-Less Method for distinguishing

between transfer and non-transfer patterns. In her discussion of the non -

stand d features in the speech and writing of White and Black students from

southern Maryland, she treats some of the same non-GAE features as those found

in this study. For noun - plural patterns, Whiteman' reports that

plural -s was found to be absent 13.1% of the time in the writing
of the white students, even though it was found to be absent only
3.9% of the time in their speech. Clearly, the occurrence of this
nonstandard feature in.this group's writing cannot be attributed
to influencd from their speech patterns. (1979, p. 11),

She notes further that Black students snowed 29.6% usage of noun-plural in

their oral language and 26.9% in. their written language. Based on Whiteman's

guidelines for interpreting the data, the noun-plural pattern .would be classified

as a transfer pattern for the Black students but as a non-transfer pattern for

White students. Using the Dominance Method of interpreting the data, the noun-

plural pattern would have been designated as a transfer pattern for both groups,

since both groups showed less than 50% usage in oral and written language. This

shows that the two metho4 of classifying patterns can easily lead to different
.

interpretations of the saIdata. Essentially, the two methods of interpretation

resulted in different clasdifications of the noun-plural pattern in this study.

A.
The Ni pattern had 19% usage in oral and 33% usage in written language. The

,
AY

-,.
_,
pattern,

",, _ _ ,

More-Less Method would classify,pattern Ni as a non-transfer pattern, but
I

,

the Dominance Method would classify pattern as a transfer pattern.,`-Thus,.
_ ;
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the Dominance Method would suggest that the response of Black students'in

Whiteman's data is similar to that of the students in this study, that is,

the noun-plural pattern would occur as a transfer pattern for Blacks in both

studies. It should be noted, however, that the Dominance Method would further

specify that the BAE noun-plural pattern has a low level of transferability,

gmbr

as indicated by the sharing of -Dom. features in oral and written modalities.

Realizing the discrepancies between the methods, indeed different assumptions

about what the relationships between usage in oral and written mean, I decided

to use only the patterns that shared classification by both methods as the

best representation of,patterns most and least likely to be transferred from

oral to written. By so doing, the conclusion reached here was similar to

that reached by Whiteman,

Thus we can see that dialect definitely influences writing,
although it is not. solely responsible for the occurrence of
nonstandard features in writing. (1979. p. 20)

The findings of this study do not, however, support Whiteman's explanation of

other factors that influence the occurrence of non-GAE features in writing.

She explains that

[dialect transfer] combines with an acquisitional tendency
to omit inflectional suffixes, with several results. First,
nonstandard features occur more frequently in the writing of
those who use them in speech. Second, some nonstandard features
occur much more frequently than others. For example, non-
standard phonological features rarely occur in writing, even
when these features are extremely frequent in the oral dialect
of the writer. (1979, p. 20)

In Whiteman's statements, dialect influence is Auivalent to what I have

called dialect transfer and "acquisitional tendency" is closely related to

what I haye called non-transfer. Whiteman's explanation is not supported:

by findings in this study. There are as many inflectional endingicAlli.ihe.:.

seven patterns identified as transfer as in the five identified as non - transfer.
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Under transfer patterns, we have pattern V13, with 0 inflection'for verbal-
:

adjectives (a determine person), and pattern N3 with 0 possessive in the gerund

phrase (the purpose of Alex Haley talking to us). For these patterns, dialect

seems to be influencing writing. In the non-transfer group, we have two

patterns that show absence of inflections, pattern N2 with 0 possessive before

a noun-phrase and N4 with 0 inflection for the objective pronoun. Further-

more, among those patterns that we would use to demonstrate thatspoken dialect

is not influencing writing, i.e. the non-transfer patterns, two show additions

of extra inflectional endings rather than omissions of inflectional endings.

See pattern V11 with an over-inflected verb in a modal-auxiliary verb phrase

(will interpreted) and pattern V14 with an over-inflected verb in an infinitive

phrase (his ambition to traced). One of the primary reasons that Whiteman's

. "Simplification" theory is not supported by this study is that one of the key

characteristics of an acquisitional tendency came with the production of

Intralectal patterns, patterns which do not represent a simplification of

form though some might argue that over-generalization, as exemplified by

patterns V11 and V14, is a simplification process. Based on the results of

this study, Whiteman's explanation would need to be modified to read--Dialect

transfer represents an acquisitional tendency and the acquisitional tendency

combines with a learning tendency which results in a mixture of lects: patterns
/-*

from two social dialects, GAE and BAE, and the learner's own idiosyncratic

dialect.

Mixed Lects. Discussions of "mixed dialects" or dialect variation

usually focus on the mixing of two social dialects. Corder (1974) makes a

distinction between, social dialects, which represent shared language rules.

of a social group, e.g. Black American English and General American English;

and idiosyncratic dialects, which represent rules particular to an individual
.
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rules which are distinct from both the idiolect and the dialect. Such idio-

syncratic patterns have been referred to in this study as intralectal patterns.

The following five IL patterns were found in the data:

V10 Modals Modal past + Ved Then he would returned to the states to
make information lucid.

V11 Modals Modal pres + Ved

V14 Infinitives To + Ved

N5 Plural Nouns Npl + s/Nsg + s

S6 Subject-Verb Sub sg + were
Agreement

There Alex Haley asked many questions to
the senior natives and his interpretors
will interpreted what they answered.

The only thing he cared about was his-
ambition to traced his family as far crack
as possible.

...the actual characters did a very fairly
well, job touching many peoples and reach-
ing' them.

The book; Roots, wasn't an easy book to
write because there were so many informa-
tion to be obtained.

What is most'interesting about the IL Patterns is that, had the students used

,the rules posited for BAE, they would have produced the target structure.

The verb patterns in V10, V11, and V14 suggest that the students were

confused about the constraints on rules governing the presence and absence of

the -ed suffix, and more 'specifically about the constraints governing the modal '

auxiliary pattern in verb phrases and the infinitive in verbal phrases. Dis-

cussions of stodal auxiliaries in non-mainstream dialects have focused primarily

on the use of double modals; obviously the double modal is not the problem here.

In fact, there were no occurrences-of double modal constructions in my data.

The variable occurrence of -ed suffixes in'BAE, a feature that might have some

bearing on the problem, has been discussed by others; Fasold and Wolfram (1970),

describe one of the favored environments for -ed absence thusiy:

The reduction rule operates only when both members of the cluster
are either voiced or voiceless. Words V.ke mind, cold, or re ad
(nronounced rand) end in two voiced sounds, n and d. (p.
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Even if one positeda strict phonological rule for all -ed presence and'.

absence, the -ed suffix would have been deleted in the same sentences for

patterns V10 and V14. In V10 we find that returned ends with two voiced

consonants, the favored environment for deletion; in V14, we find that traced

ends with two voiceless consonants /st/. In pattern V11 the -ed also occurs

in a favored environment for deletion. In this case, a vowel following the

bi-syllabic /Id/ is the favored environment for -ed presence. Neither of

the three patterns can be accounted for on the basis of rules in BAE. Even

if one resorts to the phonological rules used to account for presence or

absence of the -ed suffix, the BAE phonological rules would have yielded -ed

absence; the correct forms would have been generated, if not by the correct

rules.
0

The lack of understanding of constraints governing the use of nouns is

found in patterns N5 and S6. Like the three IL patterns above, pattern NS

would have corresponded to the target lect structures had the student followed

the BAE rule. For BAE, the determiner many would mark plurality of the noun,

resulting in Noun + 0 as the morphemic structure of the BAE noun. For example,

in the construction, many peoples, the BAE rule would have yielded the target

structure, as in many year and six year old, construction types found with

some regularity in the data. In pattern S6, the construction, many information,

represents confusion with selection restraints for determiner + noun construc-

tions. That is, the determiner "many" cannot be followed by a non-count noun.

However, the determiner + noun construction in sample S6 affedted the form of

the verb as well. Clearly the verb agrees with plurality as signalled by the

determiner, but the lack of concord between determiner and noun resulted in

an ungrammatical string by rules of both BAE and GAE. The BAE rule would have

yielded "thereWas" regardless of whether the subject was - singular or p2urai.:
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An important characteristic of the intralectal patterns described here

is that they provide evidence that the learner is' generating the patterns on

the basis of rules other than those used in the two social class dialects.

And even in cases where the rules of the native lect would permit the gen-

eration of surface structures that correspond to those of the target lect,

they are not applied. The process, then, is neither one of simple feature-

matching nor of morpheme deletion. If it were, the student could have used

the BAE rule, which would have yielded the "correct" target structure, at

least for the sample sentences above. The intralectal patterns suggest that

the students were attempting to form new rules, and in fact, abandoning rules

in the native lect that would have yielded the target structure. As with the

patterns occurring in written only, this rule formation process will be

referred to as monitoring. -

Anther important characteristic of the IL patterns is that they tend

not to vary with BAE only. Instead, the IL patterns occur with GAE patterns,
47.

_whether as IL^'GAE or as GAE^'IL^'BAE. The implication here is that there

is a developmental sequence in the variable usage of patterns from the three

lects: BAE and GAE may vary first; second.IL is added, yieldingGAE^'IL'IBAE

as in the noun-plural and subject-Verb agreement pattern. Third, BAE is

omitted leaving IL and GAE as variable features, as-exemplified by rhw modal

auxiliary and verbal-infinitive patterns. Once the rule is learned, presumably

theIL will be omitted leaving either GAE only or controlled usage of GAE inct

BAE patterns. The non-GAE patterns occurring in oral only may-represent,c

trolled use of BAE and GAE, controlled to serve a style-shiftimupurpose.,".
developmental sequence described above cannot be claimed for all hOn-dAtTaiterms-

for the IL patterns occurred only insyntactic,structures comsistiri

'Cr
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modal-auxiliaries, verbal-infinitives, noun-plurals, and subject-verb agreement

patterns. Where IL patterns did occur, we see evidence that their occurrence,'

that is the construction of idiosyncratic rules by the learner, is related to

the_structure_of_the_targetlect patterns, as suggested by Richards (1979)

and that the role they play facilitates rathet than interferes with the learning

of a second dialect. However, this point was not investigated further here.

What was investigated further was whether or not syntactic categories with

the IL variable were being transferred from oral to written language.

With the exception of the noun-plural category, I found that the syntactic

categories that had IL .as avariable were not'being transferred from oral to

written. Certainly this tendency toward the non-transfer classification is

to be expected. Since the IL patterns are not considered as part of the

learner's acquired social dialect, IL would be least likely to have spoken

language as a source. The exception to this general tendency, the noun-plural

category, showed a clear transfer pattern in all three lects if one uses the

Dominance Method of classifying patterns. Also with the noun-plural category,

both the IL and MEMO low dominance status in both oral and written and

the BAE had high dominance status in both oral and written. Evidently the

noun-plural is slowly giving way to the GAE pattern. Unlike the non-transfer

patterns, the change seems to be one of simultaneous change in both oral and

written. For th'enon-transfer patterns the change seems to be initiated

in the written and then transmitted to the oral. In addition to indicating

that IL patterns may become a part of either a learner's spoken or written,

language system,, findings in this study relevant to IL patterns suggest that

IL patterns facilitate the learning change from one social dialect to another

and that IL patterns aid in distinguiShing between feature-matching and rnle7

learning processes.

0111/404/1.11(dIla^



Research questions two and three focused on written language, text-

effectiveness and Writer-proficiency. The analysis of data led to two major

findings relevant to the effect of non-EAE patterns on text-effectiveness:

47.---text-effectiveness-scores-d1 d-significantly between
original papers containing. high numbers of Dialect
Patterns,ADP) and a matched set of revised papers; no
significant difference was found between original and
revised. papers containing high numbers of Speech Code
Errors (SC) and Print Code Errors (PC);

2. there were significant differences in text-effectiveness
scores assigned to original papers containing high
numbers of DP, SC and PC patterns. The differences
may be represented as DP4PC.C.SC.

The conclusion drawn from these findings was that dialect patterns have a.

greater effect an text-effectiveness scores than patterns in the other non-

EAE categories.

Based on analyses of differences in the uses of non-EAE patterns by

Hi- and Lo-Proficiency writers, I found that:

3. Hi- and Lo- Proficiency writers differed quantitatively
in the errors produced in two of the non-EAE eategoriesi
DP and PC, but the two groups were quite similar in the
number of errors produced in the SC category;

4. Hi- and Lo-Proficiency writers differed in the type of
dialect patterns used in writing; and

5. Hi- and Lo-Proficiency writers differed with respect to
the sources of dialect patterns in writing.

Hence, the conclusio, 4i- and Lo- Proficiency writers differ both,quantita-

tively and qualitatively-in their use of.non-EAE patterns.

,)

The five findings above willshe discussed under two broad Sub-:headings:-

the Development of Writing .Competence and a Continuum of linguistic Patterns.

Development of Writing Competence. If a written text consists of certain'`

spoken language 'features, then the, written text is likely ip:hs,;psteeilieU

ineffective. In thediscussion.of variance between patterns'Used 14,oral

and written language;,,I,suggeStect:thSt-the editing .of .4i
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represents one mechanism for distinguishing between, oral and written lan-

guage. Editing was discutsed, however, in relation to only one category

of the non-EAE patterns that occurred in the written data, i.e. the dialect

patterns. The writer'must learn to edit other kinds of non-EAE structures

as well. Findings relevant to text-effectiveness indicate, however, that

dialect patterns are the most important of the non-EAE patterns for writers

to learn to edit. Remember that papers revised for dialect errors received

significantly higher text-effectiveness scores than the unrevised papers,

-whereas,papers revised for speech code and, print code errors did not receive

significantly different scores from the unrevised papers. We cannot disregard the

possibility that the dialect patterns are more susceptible to social evaluations,

than are speech code and print code errors. Their occurrence in written text

might also eliminate one of the major devicesfor distinguishing between

spoken and written language. One could argue that these two Rxplanations

are only-superficially related to effective written communication; such an

argument is directly related to what appears to be the'next logical step in

understanding how dialect patterns affect text-effectiveness. In essence,

we need to knew whether other characteristics of effectiVe written text are

missing from papers containing high numbers df dialect patterns (Scott, in

progress). Such characteristics have recently been discussed by text analysis

theorists and include areas such as organizational schemes and text cohesion

devices; see Tierney and Mosenthal's review of text analysis models (1980).

The SC and PC errors may be considered as two other, characteristics of

text that must be differentiated.in the move from spoken to written

Th e may even, be a developmental sequence in the kinds 'of 00;§:ch4tTi146:,

for ineffective,textsfas noted in finding, two aboVe Text - effectiveness.,

influenced least by Speech, cbde-errorS:and most by dialect patterns.' The

si

O
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question of developmental patterns in writing has been discussed a great deal

in the contexf of relationships between speech and writing. Kroll (1981)

idestifies four phases of writing development: (1) Preparation, in which

skills such as handwriting, punctuation and spelling are learned, (2) Consoli-

dation of Oral and Written Language, in which written utterances rely heavily

on spoken language, (3) Differentiation,.in which oral and written language

are distinguished, and (4) _Integration, in which spoken language patterns are

used selectively in'writing. The non-EAE patterns examined in this study can

be linked to Krall's first three stages: Stage One is exemplified by the print

node errors, Stage Two by both the dialect patterns and the speech code errors,

and Stage Three by the differentiating behaviors found in responses to the

dialect patterns.

Since text-effectiveness scores improved as dialect patterns decreased

and sine text-effectiveness scores were higher'fbr papers containing large

numbers of speech code errors, it is-leical to assume that differentiation

begins to take place with dialect patterns before it takes place with speech

code errors. This assumption is supported by findings relevant to Hi- and

Lo-Proficiency writers.

The third research finding above indicates that Hi- and Lo- Proficiency

writers were most similar in the number of speet code errors that they pro-

duced. Implicationally, the speech code errors are the last to be edited

from the written language system. On the other hand, since the HI-Proficiency

writers produced fewer dialect patterns and fewer print code errors than the

Lo-Proficiency writers,..we can assume that these two types of non-EAE patierhi

are edited before the speech code errors.

_Research findings four and five indicate that Hi- and Lo- Proficiency, :

writers differ in their use of dialect patterns. The differences are such
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that they provide additional support for the vieW that non-EAE patterns

represent developmental stages in writing. Not only do students' responses

to dialect patterns suggest developmental stages in writing, but students'

responses also indicate that we may be dealing with a linguistic continuum

that consists not of separate speaking and writing systems but of a single

language system with Hi- and Lo-Prof iency writers controlling different

sections of the continuum.

Continuum ofLanguage Structures and Language Behaviors. Within a

. .

rather homogeneous group, we found a good deal of variation in the responses

to dialect patterns by Hi- and Lo-Proficiency writers. Such variation

immediately calls attention to the need for greater precision in assessing

1

the written language competence of non-mainstream dialect speakers. Greater

precision in describing students' use of dialect patterns in this study re-

sulted from the data showing rIlationships between oral and written usage of

\'-
dialect patterns. The use of similar data is most impractical for classroom

use; consequently, it seemed imperative to consider ways that oral and written

language data could be used to establish guidelines for designing more

practical diagnostic instruments. I have used the Dominant Method of classi-

fying patterns to-arrive at a more precise description of the subjects'

responses to dialect patterns. For example, I used dominance features to

r

distinguis1 between patterns that had high and low levels of transferability.

It is the greater precision offered by the,Dominance Method that led me to

consider the possibility of providing an implicational scal8 for the dialect

patterns. As described- '1)by Bickerton (1971) and by Bailey (197, an

implicational scale permits the investigator to locatevatterniven a continuum

whereby the use of features assumes the use of others. One would' hope that-;;

with enough research, an implicatiotai scald, based-on the usage of dialect
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patterns in oral and written language, could serve as the basis for a

diagnostic instrument that would be based only on written language. The

discussion of findings four and five is based on interpretations derived

from the Dominance Method of classifying patterns. The intent here is to

explore ways in which an implicational scale which draws on oral and written

responses to dialect patterns can be used to inform pedagogical decisions

relevant to designing more precise diagnostic tools for assessing the writing

competence of non-mainstream dialect speakers.. The procedure .s deemed as

more important than the actual patterns, though I would expect for future

research, similarly motivated, to lead to Irlore accurate identification of

the patterns.

Three important points about the scalingshould be made. First, the

linguistic continuum is based on the assumption that oral and written responses

represent a single language system rather than two separate systems. In vie

of the recent suggestions that writing be considered as a second dialect, this
1,4. 4. .

. t6 -T''*
.

assumption is like to be questioned by proponents on the writing ad..a second
i,.

# ' 4 ia
,,

dialect model. Nevertheless, the continuUmteopbsed. here assumes that both,

oral and written language represent the entire "formal" language repertoire.

of the group investigated and for this reason can be legitimately treatedas

a single language system (see Montgomery, 1981, for a discussion of' writing

as a second dialect). Second,-the performance patterns of students with
. _

respect to the relationship between oral and written usage 'of dialect patterns

gave rise to the identification of three different types-of behaviors: trans-

fer, in which the same patterns are used with similar. dominance levels in

both oral and written language, (2) monitoring, signalled by_domin'ant usage:,

of patterns in written aiid non-dOtinanceth oral language, and 13) editing,_

signalled by dominant usage in oral and no#46minant usage in written .langna$e
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Third, differential responses by Hi- and to-Proficiency writers and variability

in the combination of dominance features serve as the basis for ordering pat--

terns on the language continuum. Following Bickerton (1971), the data in this

'study seem to be accounted f.Jr best in terms of a continuum of grammatical

features with different members of the group controlling different sections

of the continuum,as part of their formal speech repertoires. The division

into and Lo-Proficiency writers makes it possible to talk about the

different group in terms of their control of different dialect

patterns. That is, we noted that tne key characteristic that distinguished

the two groups was their responses to dialect patterns.

Finding four indicated that Hi- and Lo-Proficiency writers differed in

the type of dialect patterns used-in writing; the most important difference

was that the Hi-Proficiency writers simply did not use many of the dialect

patterns in their writing. Indeed, when the oral and written usage of dialect

patteins by the two groups was compared, we found that the high group also

failed to use many of the dialect patterns in their oral language. In view

of the feature matrix used in the Dominance Method, it was nee' ssary to add

0-
-Anothertpategory 0 Or/0 Wr. We now have features that range from 0 Or/0 Wr

to + Or/+ Wr. Since the patterns may be described on the basis of different

combinatiors of features, we have a continuum of features t fits into

four broader performance descriptors: controlling, editing, moniwrirs, and

tra ns ferring. Table 16 presents the patterns according to the linguistic
'

1%,..y.r.i

continuum being proposed here.

01=411,
Niod,

Table 16- Feature Matrix of Hi- and La- Proficiency GrodP Use of bialect,yattex"n

. ,/../a/o 4111410.10.11.010, m1411111...
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Table 16 shows that the two groups weie responding differently to the pat-

terns, but what was most striking was the consistency of the direction of

their differences. Patterns in'the controlled class for the high group (see

Column A) were always in subsequent classes for the low group, and this con-

tinues such that editing for the high group meant either monitoring or trans-

ferring for the low group; and monitoring for the high group meant transferring

for the low group. The ordering of patterns according to high and low group

responses is supported by these results. A reasonable assumption, then, is

that this ordering also represente:, levels of difficulty of the patterns.

By abstracting from Table 16 those patterns having the most similar

response patterns for the two groups, I thought it would be possible to

identify more precisely the relative difficulty of the patterns for both groups.

I reasoned that patterns receiving the closest performance descriptors would

be the most representative of difficulty for both groups. Taking only those

patterns that differed by one descriptor, I identified the patterns that were

responded to most similarly by the two groups. These patterns are presented

in Table 17 and are offered here as a continuum of linguistic patterns in the

form of an implicational scale.

Table 17 L Continuum of Dialect Patterns

As an Implicational Scale, the infctrmation in Table 17 suggests that patterns

in the A class are most difficult for students to change; conversely, patterns'

in the 0 category are least difficult to change. As I envision the use of

thiS information in assessing written language, the patterns in class A would:,

imply that the writer might also use patterns in classes B, C, and D. Like--

--
wise, if the writer produces patterns such.as those found in B,,,keishp0.4
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also be likely to produce lostterns in classes C and D, etc. This would mean,

however, that if only the patterns in class'1) occur in the writing of a

student, he/she would not produce patterns in either of the preceeding

classes.

,Although I am presenting the patterns more as a means of illustrating

how the procedure might work than as absolute representations of levels of

difficulty, it is interesting'to note that patterns resulting from attempts

to set up an implicational scale`are defensible. For example, it makes sense

that if the writer uses the perfect form of the verb for the simple past tense

form, as in class D tbat he/she might also use the 0 morpheme for simple

pasCtense verbs, as in class C, and that he/she might also use the present

tense form of irregular verbs for the simple past, as in class B. In short,

the implicational scale would predict a linguistically acceptable order of

difficulty for the use of the simple past tense verb forms. Moreover, the

implicational scale would predict that pattern N2, possessive before noun

phrases is more difficult to learn than pattern N3, 0 possessive before gerund

phrases. Again, the latter, which consists of a verbal, is considered syntac-

tically more complex than the former.

Returning to the original conclusion about the differential use of

..-

dialect patterns by Iii- and Lo-Proficiency writers, I wish to point out that

the conclusion itself is less important for planning whiting instruction than

i

the procedure proposed here for exploring the notion o a language continuum
, ,7

that treats both'oral and written language as a single ystem. It would appear

that further research, _directed toward arriving at an implicational scale,

would be highly beneficial to composition instructors,
\
If indeed the dialect

patterns can be appropriately scaled according to levels of difficulty, aria.

if the scale is an implicational one, then it should be possible to use such

information in designing more pre4iSsand more_: efficient diagnostic instrumentation'
_
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Implications

In the discussion above, I have mentioned problems with the existing

methods of analyzing data, alluded to limitations of the theories currently

being used to account for dialect-interference in writing, and offered an

empirically-based approach to assessing the writing competence of speakers of

non-mainstream dialects. Implications for further research in each of the

three areas above are considered below.

Research Methodologies. Perhaps no area of research has been subjected

to greater criticisms than that which treats problems associated with dialect

and the developwnt of communication skills. Some of these criticisms, were

acknowledged in part I of this report. In an attempt to address the problem

of eliciting data from two different speech styles, I collected oral and written

data representative of a formal communication style. This method had one major

disadvantage: it resulted, I think, insthe collection of fewer samples of

non-GAE patterns than would have been the case hid I attempted to elicit in-

formal oral language patterns. Results, however, pointed toward useful

generalizations about the use of patterns in the rhetorical style. Gertatly

more descriptive research is needed on the usage of non-GAB patterns in formal

language settings, since most of the descriptions of Black 'Ameri an English

V/have been based on language use in informal settings. The r sults from this

study indicate that even-within the more formal rhetorical style, there was

a great deal of variance between spoken and written language. Assuming that

if students are transferring patterns from oral to written, they are more
i
.. . .

likely to transfer their most formal Spoken_style to writing, and in view of
, .

. \
the fact that variance bwtween oral and written language can still be der-acted

when formal spoken and formal written styles are elicited 'this method of

collecting data seems a useful one for investigating relationships between.

oral and written language.
4
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A methodological problem revealed during the course of this investigation

was that of classifying patterns as either transfer or non-transfer patterns.

In examining the studies of dialect and writing, one cannot help noticing the

absence of specific guidelines for detecting interference phenomena. Because

the dialect interference theory makes a basic claim about the transfer of

natively-acquired oral language patterns to written language, it is most

critical that investigators begin to formalize their methods for determining,

whether patterns are or are not b('ng transferred from oral to written lan-

guage. Whiteman's guidelines for detecting interference phenomena were quite

useful to this study, although the adequacy of some of her interpretations

were questioned. For example, when higher percentages of usage in oral than

written or equal percentages,in both are used as an indication of transfer,

one finds that some patterns have such a small range of differences between

percentages of usage in oral and written data that the distinguishing classi-

fications become suspect. A more general interpretation of the percentages

of usage in oral and written was proposed here and utilized in some inT

teresting applications, name": to illustrate the potential benefits of using

implicational scales as the basis for describing a language system and for

assessing dialect patterns in writing. The conclusion reached in this study

and offered here for further research is that transfer and non-transfer

patterns can be best distinguished on the basis of dominance features, where

50% usage or above represents dominant usage of a pattern and below 50%

usage represents non-dominant usage of a pattern. In addition, I suggested

that patterns which share dominance features in oth oral and written

language be classified as transfer patterns. My reasoning was that if the

patterns are to be conFidered as transfer patterns, then the writer will

literally transfer his/her spoken language usage to written language. If

a pattern is seldom used in the spokenlanguage, then it will seldom be used
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in written; conversely, if a pattern is frequently used in spoken then it will

frequently occur in written. Thus, transfer v. non-transfer was operationally

defined as shared v. non-shared domina.ce features from oral to written language.

The Dominance Method of classifying patterns is considered as the most

worthwhile con*Abution that this study could make to future linguistic re-

search. It not only provided more precise descriptors of subjects' language

performance, but it also provided useful guidelines for setting up an impli-

cational scale. In turn, the implicational scale could be utilized for

descriptive purposes, i.e. to describe a linguistic continuum for usage of

dialect in rhetorical styles and to assess the written language of speakers

of non-mainstream dialects.

Theory. The theory most directly addressed by this study is the

dialect-interference theory. It is apparent, though, that theories about the

relationship between spoken and written language are also important to our

understanding of interference phenomena. The central point of the dialect-

interference hypothesis is that spoken dialect patterns are transferred to

written language in an uncontrollable way: the transfer is viewed as an

intrusion, a limitation, an impediment to the learner's transition from use

of one social dialect to the use of another social dialect. Specifically,

I have suggested that the theory correctly accounts for some of the spoken

dialect patterns that occur in writing, but incorrectly predicts that all-::

writing patterns that contrast with GAE and that correspond to BAE can be

attributed to spoken language. I have illustrated that in order for a theory

to account more adequately for transfer from spoken to written language,

attention must be given not just to the variable usage of GAE and BAE patterns,

but also to the variable usage of GAE and IL patterns, as well as to the

variable usage of GAE, IL and BAE patterns. Further, findings of this study

provide evidence that not all non-target lect patterns.(or non-GAE patterns)
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play an intrusive role in the development of competence in a second dialect.

The intralectal patterns, in particular, are more appropriately viewed as

facilitating the learning of rules of a second dialect.

Finally, the contrastive-analysis approach to analyzing data, an

approach derived from language-interferende theories, has two major limitations

that need to be addressed: (1) it fails to account for patterns other than

those representing the two social class dialects, giving,no consideration to

idiosyncratic dialects, i.e. the intralectal patterns which were examined

in this study; (2) it fails to consider non-EAE patterns other than those

classed as dialect patterns, giving no consideration to speech code and print

code errors and perhaps even encouraging the view that all are due to a

learner's native dialect patterns. Thus, the main implication for dialect-

interference theory that emerged directly from this study is that it needs to

be re-examined with a view toward modifying the theory such that finer dis-

tinctions can be made among patterns that deviate from the norms of the target

lect. We also need to look at the facilitative roles that non-target lect

patterns play in the development of competence in a second dialect, so.that

areas of difficulty can be identified with greater precision and variables

other than GAE and BAE, two social class dialects, can be considered.

Together, these implications point to two very crucial theoretical

problems. As yet, we have no theory of second dialect learning. And, we

have only recently begun to develop theories that account for the development

of competence in written language.

With the newly developing theories on competence in written language

has come investigations of relationships between spokeh and written language,

studies that are generally considered as separate from studies of dialect

and writing. Findings of this study suggest that in order to better under-

stand how non-mainstream dialect speakers develop competence in written
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language, consideration needs to be given the question of whether the

development of writing competehce involves the same basic learning stages for

speakers of mainstream and non-mainstream dialects. Since this study in-

cluded for analysis some of the non-EAE patterns which have been identified

=
as features that are carried over from "speech" to writing, it is possible

here to offer for further research the view that dialect patterns in writing,

like speech patterns in writing, must be explained in terms of phases of

develdpment, such as the four phases of development offered by Kroll: pre-
,

paration, consolidation, differentiation, and integration (Kroll, 19p).

Noting that of the three kinds of non-EAE patterns examined, Hi- and Lo-

Proficiency writers were most similar in their production of speech code

errors, I concluded that dialect patterns begin to move through the conso-

lidation and differentiation phases before the speech code errors. The

implication is that speakers of non-mainstream dialects may move through

similar phases of development, but must do so with dialect patterns as well

as with speech code errors. As the basis for further research, however,

seems necessary to begin our investigation with a more basic question.

How are dialect patterns to be differentiated from speech patterns?

I mention this because in this study, one sub-class of speech code errors,

the abbreviated semantics class which includes exophoric references and

formulaic expressions, has been examined under the general rubric of dialect

and writing. So it seems that we will need to begin by determining whether

the dialect patterns and speech patterns are sufficiently different to

warrant separate categorizations. And I think they do. Then, we\ can begin

asking if or how speakers of non-mainstream and mainstream dialects, differ

in their development of competence in written language. Certainly such

research will require that more attention be given to the role that syntactic

constructions, both dialect and speech, play in expressing meaning in written
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which was the focus in this study, and toward the more important questions

concerning what the forms intend to communicate, whether the writer's inten-

tions were attained and whether e reader's expectations were reasonably

fulfilled. In this regard, I agree with Collins:

As teachers of writing, our approach to errors should not get in
the way of our approach to meaning. By worrying about mistakes
in writing before we have helped students with the more important
problem of adequately representing meaning in writing, we may be
teaching students to do the same. (1981, p. 202)

Collins' comments were"directed toward errors described in this study as

"abbreviated semantics." However, the same could be said to teachers about

other errors examined in this study. This study contains other information

that will be of interest to teachers as well.

Teaching. Hartwell, who opposes the dialect=interference hypothesis

and rejects the validity of related pedagogies, argues that "all apparent

dialect interference in writing is reading-related, reflecting partial mastery

-
of the print-code" (1980, p. 113). The findings of this study do not support

Hartwell's Print-Code Hypothesis, but suggest, as Hartwell does, that dialect-

interference will not account for all non-EAE patterns in writing. Equally

wrong, argues Hartwell, is the pedagogy that goes with the dialect-interference

theory.

%

To some extent, findings in this study support Hartwell's claim about

pedagogies. Rather than suggesting that the pedagogies are completely wrong,

the data suggest that the pedagogical guidelines are too limited in their

focus. Following the guidelines established in the contrastive-analysis

approach to second language teaching, instructional guidelines for teaching

non-mainstream dialect speakers have been based on contrasts between two

social dialects. Assuming, as did Lado, that "those elements that are similar
/
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to his (the,learner's) native language will be simple for him, and those

elements that are differ6nt will be difficult" (1957, p. 2), program designers

expected for contrastive patterns in the two language systems "to highlight

and predict the difficulties of the pupils" (Politzer, 1975, p. 2). In these

guidelines for instruction, there is obviously no place for the idiosyncraex

patterns that are produced by the learner. Findings of this study suggest

that the idiosyncratic patterns provide specific information about rules in

the target lect that are not understood by the learner; consequently, the

failure to consider intralectal patterns in establishing guidelines for

language instruction limtts the instruction to a focus on contrast between

the surface forms represented by the two social dialects. For Black students,

this means contrastsbetween General American English and Black American English.

A second limitation of the contrastive approach, which is implied by

findings of this study, is that the IL patterns provide evidence that the

learner is attempting to form rules about patterns in the target lect. How-
.

ever, the contrastive analysis approach has encouraged the use of structure-

oriented rather than rule-oriented language instruction. The IL patterns

found in this study imply that more attention needs to be given to the kinds

of patterns that receive attention in the classroom. For example, the

modal auxiliary patterns that occurred as non-target lect patterns did not

indicate the need for instruction based on the use of double-modals, a con-

struction that receives a good deal of attention whether one uses traditional

language instruction for writers or whether one attempts to use a contrastive

approach. Rather, the modal-auxiliary patterns that occurred in the,data

indicated that the students were confused about constraints governing the

use of -ed suffixes in verb phrases that contain modal auxiliaries.

In addition, more attention needs to be given to the manner in which

rules are explained to non - native speakers of the taiget.lect. For example,
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the familiar rule, "a singular subject takes a singular-verb" is difficult to

apply since it erroneously implies that the -s morpheme marks plurality for

both nouns and verbs.' 'dne could argue that.the rule sounds more like a

subject-verb disagreement rule than a subject-verb agreement rule. Unless

the learner knows the rule implicitly, as one would expect of speakers of

mainstream dialects, the rule as expressed above is difficult to learn and

even more difficult to.apply. The distinct -ion between implicit and explicit

access to rules should be taken into consideration in planning language in-

struction. 'Since it has also been suggested that the way in which rules are

taught influences the formulation of idiosyncratic rules by learners (Richards,

1974), and since the intralectal patterns are viewed here as'idiosyncratic,

there is clearly a need for instructional guidelines that consider the possible

influence of language instruction in general and of explanations of rules in

particular on the formation of idiosyncratic rules.

Thus, the contrastive approach to language instruction is limited in

three ways. First, intralectal patterns are not included among the patterns

used to predict difficulties of the learners. Second, the approach encourages

the use of language instruction that emphasizes the matching of surface

features rather than the learning of rules and that treats language learning

as an imitative rather than a generati2,Ameess. Third, the contrastive

approach fails to offer a different approach to teaching. The new pedagogical

guidelines have yielded a pedagogy that is quantitatively but not qualitatively

different from the old. Much too often, the new pedagogy means that a new

category of errors is added to the writing diagnostic worksheet and more drill

sheets are added to an already a'abersome"learning packet." One would hOpe

for more. The research discussed here will hopefully lead to new questions

about' the whole notion of dialect-interference phenomena, but this time
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with a focus on helping students to control the rules of two social dialects

and with the recognition that as exemplified by non-GAE patterns in

this work, may play a facilitative rather than an intrusive role in the de-

velopment of a bi-dialectal language syitem.
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TABLE 1
Number of Dialect Patterns:

Black American English (RAE) and Intralectal (IL)
In Written Samples*

Sample
Number

Total
Dialect

(# of

( BE

/I of)

IL )

33 13 12 1

34 11 9 2

17 7 7 0

16 8 6 2

19 7 6 1

12 6 5 1

23 5 4 1

24 5 5 0

39 5 5 0
13 4 3 1

32 4 4 0

36 3 2 4 1

3 3 1 2

5 2 2 0

10 2 1 1

14 2 1 1

15 2 2 0
18 2 2 0

'25= 2 2 0
26 2 2 0
31 2 2 0
37 2 2 0
4 1 1 0
6 1 0 1

20 1 1 0
28 1 1 0
30 1 1 0
40 1 1 0
1 0 0 0
2 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
8 0 0 0
9 0 0 0
11 0 0 0
21 0 0 0
22 0 0 0
27 0 0 '0

29 0 0 0,..

35 0 0 0
38 0 0 0

*Ranked according to the total number of dialect patterns.

v.
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Expanded Syntax

Fragments:

TABLE 2
Samples of Speech Code Error Patterns

64

"Also it was said his grandmother who wan on
the wagon, Cynthia."

Double Function Constituents: "Alex took two translators with he in asking
questions he tried to dig deapper in totheir
fo fathers."

Split' Sentences:

Non-distinct Modifiers:

Non-parallel Constituents:.

Gapped Sentences:

Repetitious Sequences:

Abbreviated Semantics

Exophoric Pronouns:

Exophorir-Demonstratives:

Formulaic Expressions:

"He did this by stripping to his underwear
sleeping in'the dark, cold air, but he knew
it wasn't even half as bad as to what Kunta
went through."

"He was in the bottom of the ship stripped to
the underwear."

"Then he would return to the states for.study
and to make information lucid."

"Alex traveled to jeffrus Ghambi and there were
usually two interpetus Alex usually them
many questions."

"Root was based on th;?. back grounds of Kuta
Kenta when he was taken from Africa at the age
of 16 years of age."

"Alex Haley is the descendant of Kunta Kinte, .

whom thay capture and put into slaverly by whites
from America." -

"From this Passage I find that it began in 1750
the time -that in which Kunta Kinte was captured.-. :1
at age sixteen."

/,

"From how he put it, we gather he had papers in
every corner of his house."

. . . .

"The wfiter didn't beat around the bush."
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TABLE 3
Number of Non -CAE Patterns in Written Samples

Dialect Patterns (DP), Speech Code Errors (SC), Print Code Errors (PC)
In Written Samples

Sample

Number

33

34

16

17

19

12

23

24

39.

32

13

36

3

5

0

DP SC PC

13* 5 22*
11* 4 10*
8A 7 16*
7* 2 14*
7* 2 6

6* 2 7

5* 2 18*
5* 2 11*
5* 1 8

4* 2 8

3* 2 8

3*' 4 8

3*' 2 8

2 7* 6

2 6* . 8

14

15

18

25

26

31

37

4

6

20

28

30
40

1

2

2 2 9*
2 2 6

2 4* 18*
2 7* .

8

2 2 '9*

2 2 12*
2 2 15*
J. 4* 3

1 3* 3

1 0 5

1 6* 4

1 2 8

1 5* 8

0 1 9*
0 2 4

7

8

9

11
21

0 2 7

0. 2 4

0 7* 12*

0 4* 4

0 0 .4 5

22

27

'29

35

38

' 0 0 1

0 6'* 7

0 0. 5

0 0 6

0 1 20*

* iBevised Papers

A.&



TABLE 4
Non-GAB Patterns and Samples

le

VI 0 ed (regular verbs) First of all ne travel_ to Cambia where he talk_ to many
elderly Black Africans.

Main Verb-Past V2 Had 4- V-ed Alex had vent back to Juffure, in West Africa.

V3 0 Past (irregular verbs) He begin, by asking these ancestors questions aboutAfrica.

V4 0 Copula The most touching thing in the passage -- where he tried
to figure out the anguish of his great grandaddy by... (Or)

V5 V + V (paratactic verbs) Alex Haley would go ask - uh - go to LondOn... (Or)

V6 0 + V + Perf. There nn asked the elderly people about .hat their father's
told them when they were boys.---

V7 Had + V + 0 He learned about Kunta Kinte and how he had live_ in African

Have-Aux until he was sixteen.

V8 Had + V + Past He also went to London to collect information from documents
missionaries had wrote.

V9 Have + V + Past Roots by Alex Haley has shoved all Afro-American people,
,what kind...

*V10 Modal-Past + V-ed Then he would returned to the states to make information

Modal_Aux lucid.

*V11 Modal-Pres + V-ed ...and his interpretors will interpreted what they answered.

Passive V12 Be-Past + V-0 I think Haley would be please_ to know that others are
interested.

Verbal-Aj V13 Verbal-0 Alex Haley being a determine_ person wanted to find out...

Infinitive *V14 To + V-ed Tha only thing he cared about was his ambition to traced
his family.

_ Dl

Noun-Poss

V15 Verb Forms He done a lot of research.

41 0 plural W. Maley knew that many volume_ of book_ could be written
about our saga.

feN2 0 Poss/Noun Phrase Alex Haley research then comes to America...

N3 0 Poss/Cerund Phrase The purpose of Alex Haley_ talkin to us'about this passage
is to let us know...

Pronoun-Case N4 Pronoun-0 Objective Case ...who they asked many questions.

N-Plural *N5

many peoples...
Noun-Plural (overinflected) The actual characters did a very fairly well job touching

'51 Subj-P1 + W311 These notebooks was thick.
Subi -V Ag

S2 There was + Subj P1 There was 139 an on the slave ship.

Inverted Q S3 Aux/Verb + Subj Alex Haley wanted to feel what was it like for Kunta Kinte
when...

Existential :4 It Ss ...it's a lotta material that comes from Africa...

Double Subj S5 Subj + Pro And so Alex Haley, he did have a little data,,and so... (Or:

*S6 Subj-Sg + V (overinflected) ...there were so many information to be obtained.

Modifier MI Double Comparative ...but he said they were probably treated sore badly... (Or)

M2 Stem + 0/Adj and Adv He gained information from mostly the elder people of the
tribe.

Preposition P1 At the trip, he made a booklet of many different sequences
in Banta Kiate's life.

Article Al "a" for "an" This story is about a Black man who had a wurwhelming
0 curiosity about...



TABLE 5
Number of Non-GAF Patterns
In Oral and Written Samples

Patterns

[V1_
Verb-Past V2

V3

Copula V4

Paratactic Verbs V5

Have Auxiliary
V7

V8
V9

{!
Modal Auxiliary

10

V11

Passive 1V12

Verbal Adjective V13

Infinitive V14

Verb Form V15
TOTAL VERBS:

Noun-Plural

Noun-Possessive

Pronoun Case

N1

fN2

N3

N4

Noun-Plural (Overinfl) N5

TOTAL NOUN-INFLECTION:

Subject-Verb Agreement
ilS1

S2

Question Inversion S3

Existential-It S4

Double Subject S5

Subject -Verb Overinfl S6

TOTAL SYNTAX:

Double Comparative M1

Derived Adjective, Adverb M2

Preposition P1

Article Al
TOTAL MODIFIERS:

TOTAL NON -GAF PATTERNS:

67

Oral Written Total

29 17 46
0 2 2

10 6 16

2 0 2

2 2 4

2 2 4

1 2 3

3 1 4

3 1 4

0 3 3

1 2 1

4 4 8

1 5 6

1 1 2

4 4 8

63 52 115

6 21 27

9 5 14
4 1 5

5 2 7

3 5 8

27 34 61

5 4 9

0y 3 3

4 3 7

2 3 5

6 0 6

6 2 8

23 15 38

1 1 2

4 0 i
4 2 6

3 1 4

12 4 16

125 105 230
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TABLE 6
Non-General American English (Non-GAE) Patterns

Oral Onl 0

V4

.

V1

V3

V5

V6

V7

V8

V9

V11

V12

V13

V14

V15

V2

V10

N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

S5

S1

S3

S4

S6

,

./

S2

M2

M17

P1

Al

,
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Table 7
Results of Friedman Two-Way ANOVA

Mean Ranks
Oral Written Chi Square df Significance

VERBS 1.60 1.40 1.400 1 .237

NOUNS 1.47 1.53 0.114 1 .735

SYNTAX 1.59 1.41 1.029 1 .310

ALL OTHER 1.53 1.47 0.114 1 .735

TOTAL ERRORS -1.71 1.29 6.429 1 *.011
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J TABLE 8.

Oral and Witten Usage of Non-GAE Patterns for Total Group

A)Oral only B) Or , = Wr d) Or Wr 0) Or Wr E) Written only

V4

S5

M2

25% V.5
-

N3

M1

'00%

100'

100'

100%

100:

100.

V7 sor 4oz

V13 100 56

S1 100 36

S3 100 60

S4 100 60

S6 55' 29

P1 100 67

V1

V3

V6

V8

V9

V11

V12

V14

V15

N1

,N2

N4

N5

Al

34%

28

67

50

75

17

67

20

33
,

19

43

45

33

75

49%

40

100

100

100

67

t'.0

100

50

33

50

67

38

100

- V2
,

V10

18%

.50

100 ;

--,

,I.

,

:

43

100 S2

TABLE 9

Pominant vs. Non-Dominant Usage of Non -CAE Patterns for Total Group

A) +Dom Or/+Dom Wr

'1/5

V6

V8
V9

V12
V13
'N3

'S3

'54

'Ml

'Pl

B) -Dom Or/-Dom Wr 0 -Dom Or/+Dom Wr

V1 .V11

V3 .V14

Ni 'N2

N5 'N4

_

6) +Dam- Or/-Dom Wr

V7

S1

S6

'

_ .

;

,

:

?

,-.,

.
,

,

4,41

M2

V2 V4

72

V10

S2

A



Transfer

TABLE 10
Transfer vs. Non-Transfer Patterns of the IL Group

Non-Transfer
%age + Dom +%age _

71

;
Or Wr Or Wr Or Wr Or Wr

V6 100% 100% V6 + + - VI 26% 58% V1 - +

V8 100 100 V8 + + V11 17 67 V11 - +

V15 27 20 V15 - - V14 20 100 V14
, - +

V9 75 100 4

N2 71 50 N2 + + N1 31 41

N4 100 100 N4 + +, N5 7 '38

M1 100 100 M1 + +

P1 100 100 P1 + +

713 100 40 V13 +

S1 100 22 S1 +

S6 57 33 V9 + + s6 +

N1 - -
N5 - -

1



-Figure 1
Variable Usage of Non-GAE Patterhs by IL Group
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TABLE 11
Text-Effectiveness Scores for 78'Writing Samples

Sample Original Revised DP Revised SC Revised PC

t

23 1.9 2.5
17 ,1.8 2.0
34 1.7 1.8
24 1.6 2.4
16 1.4 1.2
$3 1.1 1.4
3 2.7 2.9

36 , .1:6 15
12 1.4 ' 1.9
32 1.2 1.0
19 1.0 ,1.4
39 1.0 1.4

9 4.2 3.6
18 3.0 2.4
4 4.4 4.9

10- 3.9 3.6
28 3.7 4.1
11 2.8 3.2
27 2.7 3.2
25 2.5 2.9
5 2.4 3.0
6 2.1 2.8

40 1.3 1.5

1 4.5
37 2.6
38 2.5
14 2.0
31 1.5
26 1.4

35 4.1
2 3.7

20 3.6
29 3.3
21 3.2
30 3.0
22 2.7
7 2.6

13 2.4
Mmoklo...

15 2.2
411.0100111.0

8 2.1
0.1.1111.11.0

2.1

1.7

1.9
2.2
1.5

1.7

4.0

3.5

4.2

3.0

2.5

2.2

1.8
1.9

.1111.11.11.

73



'TABLE 12'
Matrix of Pairs of F-Values

From an Analysis of Variance of Text Effectiveness Scores
Between Original and Revised Papers

A B C D E , F

A .002 .002 .058 ---- ----

B .002 ---- .206 ----

C ---- ---- .206

D . .002 .002

E .002

F

, u

KEY TO PAIRS:

Original Papers Revised Papers

DP SC PC DP SC PC

A B C. D E F
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TABU. 13
Text-Effectiveness Scores of Hi- and Lo-Proficiency Writers

T-E Score Sample # of DP's # of SC's # of PC's
4.5 1 0 1 9
4.4 4 1 4 3
4.2 9 0. 7 12
4.1 35 0 0 6°
3.9 10 2 6 8
3.7 2 0 2 4
3.7 28 1 6 4
3.6 20 1 0 5
3.3 29 0 0 5
3.2

3.0
21

18 02-
.

0

4
5

18
3.0 30 1 2 8
2.8 11 0 4 4
2.7 3 ! 3 2 8
2.7 22 0 0 1
2.7 27 0

+r ..

6 7
2.6 7 0 2 7
2.6 37 2 2 15
2.5 25 2 7 8
2.5 38 0 1 20

Total 15 56 157 = 228

2.4 5 2 7 6
2.4 13 4 2 8
2.2 15 2 2 6
2.1 6 1 3 3
2.1 8 0 2 4
2.0 14 2 2 9
1.9 23 5 2 18
1.8 17 7 2 14
1.7 34 11 4 10
1.6 24 r -.

4 11
1.6 36 3 4 8
1.5 31 2 2 :2
1.4: 12

,-,
N

7
1.4 16 8 1 16
1.4 26 2 2 9
1.3 40 1 5 8
1.2 3? 4 2 8
1.1 33 13 5 22
1.0 19 7 2 6
1.0 39 5 1 8

-1--7-
Total 90 6r 19i = 343

i
v
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TABLE 14'
Dialect Patterns in WrittenCompositions of Hi- and lo-Proficiency Writers

Hi- and Lo-Group Hi-Group Only Lo-Group Only
V1 V2 V8

-Y5 V3

*V10 V6

*V11 V9

V15 V12

V13

*V14
k

N1 N3,

N2 N4

*N5

S1 S2

S3 S4

*S6

P1 M1

Al

.



TABLE 15
Transfer vs. Non-Transfer Patterns

Hi-Group
%age +Dom

Hi and Lo-Proficiency Writers

Lo-Group
%age +Dom

DP. Or Wr Or Wr Or Wr Or Wr

V4' 0 0 0 0 25 0 , - 0
V2 0 0 0 0 0 18 0 -
S2 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 +
V7 0 0 0 0 25 50 +
N4 0 0 0 0 50 100 + +
V12 0 0 0 0 66 80 + +
V9 0 0 0 0 75 100 , + +
V13 0 0 0 .0 100 55 + +
S4 0 0 0 0 100 60 +' +
M1 0 "0 0 0 100: 100 + ,+

-,'

M2 100 0 + 0 100 0 + 0
S1 100 0 + 0 100 36 + -
Al 100 0 + 0 66 100 + +
N3 100 0 + 0 62 100 + +
V6 66 0 + 0 50 60 + +
S5 57 0 + 0 28 0 0
V3 23 0 0 30 40 -

*V14 20 0 0 0 100 0 +
J:V11 17 0 - gi, 0 50 0 +
*N5 8 0 0 7 50 +

*V10 0 50 0 + 0 50 0 +
*S6 37 50 - + 100 50 + %. +
N2 44 100 - + 33 44 -7 -
V1 23 25 - - 40 55 - 4-

N1 28 15 - - 12 36
V5 _50 100 -I: + 0 100 0 +
V8 100 100 + + 100 0 + 0
V15 100 100 + + 27 43 - -
S3 100 67 + +- 100 50 + +
P1 100 50 + + 100 100 + +

,
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Table 16
Feature Matrix of Hi- and Lo-Proficiency Group Use of

Dialect Patterns

Transferring Monitoring Editing Controlling
Hi -P Lo-P Hi -Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo Hi Lc

V1 T M V14 V1

V2 C M V2, *V2

V3 M T, V3'.------V3

V4 C E' V4 ----7-4V4

VS T M V5 4 V5 f
V6 L E T : V6 V6
V7 C M . V7 * V7

)

V8 T M V8 4----- V8

V9 C T \ V9 V9
V10 M M V1044V10

V11 M M V114-4V11

V12 C T V12 V12

V13 C T V13 )V13

V14 M M, V144-*V14

V15 T T V1544W15

N1 T T N14.-* N1

N2 M T N2 ------4N2

N3 \ M T N3-------4 N3

N4 C T N4 N4

N5 E 1-14 __ _N5r-=----ION5

S1 E E S14-01

S2 C M

S3 T T S3*-*S3

S4 C T S4

S5 E E

S6 M T S6------*S6
_

C T M1

E E

T T P10-*P1

S2 S2

M2

P1

Al \E T Al

S5*-+S5

IP S4

Ml

m24--*M2

Al
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A

Table 17
Continuum of Dialect Patterns

B

-. -INN mop -mos,

ws - ...A
1-

1
g .

Lo - Hi
T T

Lo - Hi
T M

LC - Hi

M M
Lo - Hi
M E

Lo - Hi

E E

Lo - Hi
E C

N1 0 P1

V15 Perf for Past

S3 Inv Ques

P1 Prep

V1 0 ed

N2 Poss/NP

S6 Subj-Verb

V10
o + Ved

V11

V14 Inf -1- ed

V3 Pres/Past

N3 0 Poss/Gerund

S5 DblSubj

N2 0 ly

V4 0 Cop

Or Wr

+ +

81

A

Or Wr Or Wr

0

Or Wr

- +! 1
B

1

A

T = Transferring
M = Monitoring
E = Editing
C = Controlling

Or Wr Or Wr

0

I

I Or Wr 1

1

0 0 I



Appendix A
Definition of Terms

80

Abbreviated Syntax - Patterns for which meaning is under-represented in the
surface structure; used in this study to refer to the use of.personal
and demonstrative prOnouns and to formulaic expressions that do not
fully represent meaning.

Black English (BE) - Phonological, morphological and syntactic patterns that
systematically occur in the spoken language of Black people. Black
English is used here to refer only to the structural features of the
language.

Dialect Patterns (DP) - PatternS containing both specific structural features,
e.g. Black English patterns, and basic structural types, e.g. intralectal
patterns, th4t have variable` representations-in different speech varieties--
including regional, social, and ethnic dialects as well as accented speech.

Edited American English (EAE) - 'Refers literally to patterns that are so
constructed that therules used in editing written English are not violated.
Many of the features of non-mainstream dialects, speech code errors, and
,print code errors represent violations of rules used in editing written
English.

Expanded Syntax - Patterns represented in connected speech by the combining of
perceptual clauses. The surface structure of errored sentences in this
category. under- represent meaning and are therefore a sub-category of the
speech 'code error patterns.

Intralectal Patterns - Basic structural types (or frames) that have variant
representations across dialects but their surface forms do not, correspond
with the more stable features of any particular dialect of English.

\.

Non-Edited American English Patterns (Non -EAE) - A groad category used to refer
to language units containing forms 'that conflict with rules used to edit
written English--includes dialect patterns, speech code errors, and print
code errors.

Print Code Errors-- Signalling devices that code written information inaccurately,
e.g. an apostrophe used to code plurality, of mispelled, words.

Speech Code Errors - Patterns used quite frequently in spoken language, regard- ,

less of dialect, but when used. in written language violate rules for editing

written language, e.g. incomgete sentences and repeated .units of speech.

83
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Appebdix B
Personal Data Form

BACKGROUND

1. Where did you attend elementaryschool?

City State.
f,

2. Wherg.did you attend high school?

City State

3.- What writing courses did you take in high school(

4. What writing courses did you take in college?

DIRECTIONS

In the passage below Alex HaleY tells of his experiences writing the
book Roots.

ti
1. Read the passage silently while listening to the tape.

2. Summarize the passage orally. Record your oral response on the tape
,recorder provided.

3. Summarize the passage in writing. Write the summary on the paper pro
vided.

84



APPENDIX C
Coded Sample, Oral

Paper 17 Or, S3

82

In writing this book it takes, um, architectural structure and actual

process .n beginnin' the bOok. Alex Haley went , found that Kunta

N4
Xinte was born in Jeffra in The Gambia in Wes' Africa. There he ax elder

people and what did their fathers tell them about Al bein' as boys?
5-3

Alex4aley then took a trip to London where he research African culture

and um he then ...When Alex Haley went to Jeffro, Gambia 'or whatever

and , West Africa,.he took two speakers that could interpret what the
.4

Africans were sayin'. Alex Haley found out that um, Kuta'Kinte was

captured at the age of 16. There Alex Haley start makin' a notebook., 16

notebooks starting at the age of one, two,\and so on. Then the notebooks
Si

was laid down on flat surfaces, shelves, tables, and the notebooks was

coverin' square foot of the floor. There was only enough room for a

walking passage. Alex Haley went back to the seventh generation where

it started with Kunta Kinte , then Kizzy and fiddler and Chicken George.

ss
Kinte was captured and then put on a ship. Alex Haley, he researched the

IlAy Century and 19th Century an' the 20th Century.

.4.



Paper 3 Wr SI\

83

APPENDIX C
Coded Sample, Written

VI
Alex Haley invision finding his ancesterial background dating<back

in Africa during slavery. He had many questions that were unanswered.

He began his studies by traveling to Africa uith two interpreters.

When he reached a particular tribe he would questionelthe eldest people

of the tribe about parents and anything they could remember. He recorded

41 information and studied it. After questioning he would fly td

V10
London for more research and study. Then he would returned to the States

for study and to make imformati. lucid.

\p±,. Haley kept a history of the'1ife of Kuta Kwnite. He had one

page for each year of his life. He tried to picture Kuta's er-Ariences

of being a slave. For example, he spent all night on a b^at, stripped

to his underwear, but even then, he wasn't able to experience the terrible,

pain and harrassment these slaves felt.

But after years of carefull and deligent study, we've been able to

find out more about African Slavery. But there are still many questions

unanswered.

yr

N
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Appendix D
List of Original and Revised Papers

Original Revised Revised Revised
Paper for for for
Number Dialect Speech Code Print Code

1 - - X
2 - - -
3 X - t

, 4 - X -
. 5 - X -

6 - X -
7\ - - -
8 - -
9 - X X

10 - X -
11 - X, -
12 X - -
13 X - -
14' - - X
15 - - -
16 X - X
17 X

. X
18 - X , X
19 X -
20 - - -
21 - -
22 - -
23 X - X
24 X - X
25. - X -
26 - \ -

. X
1.

27 - X -
28 - X -
29 - , - -
30 - \

- _
31 - - X
32 X -
33 X X
34

, X - X35/ ....

- -
36 X -7--- _ - -,
37 - X
38 - - X
3q _ X

'\

- -
40, - X -

. i

X = Revi-,ed 1,

- ... Not Rcvised

,4*
. :

..

. .

..1,

..

.

.



Appendix E

MEMORANDUM

DATE: July 16, 1981'

TO: Holistic Evaluators --

Eckert, Ga.,ton, Hersch, James, Logan, Nispel,
Robitaille, Torsney, Valdez, & Verner

FROM: J. Scott

RE: Essay Evaluation

I

85

Your evaluation of the writing samples will be used in a research
project. The research design calls for a spontaneous,,holistic .rating of
each writing sample by ten evaluators. You should therefore read the(
papers and assign a rating as rapidly as possible. The rating scale to
be used is 1 - 6: 1 = low and 6 = high.!! The research design also calls
for a control.of outside variables 6atimight affect the ratings assigned
to papers, e.g. fatigue of rea4er. The samples are divided into four
sets, A - B - C D, and each evaluator has been assigned an order in which
to read the sets of papers. The papers in each set should also be read in
the order in which they occur. Both the order and the spontaneity of
ycur responses are important. Please do not go back to earlier papers
nor ahead to later papers.

Attached is a copy of your evaluation forms and the assignment
that was used to elicit written samples from a group of first term college
freshmen.

Thanks for agreeing to evaluate the writing samples.

auA-4.11.4


